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Abstract

We have conducted an investigation into the coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere, focusing on perturbed and

unperturbed scenarios of the northern hemisphere polar vortex. These scenarios were established in a previous study, which

categorized the main winter typologies based on the timing of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) and final stratospheric

warmings (FSWs). Here, we further analyze the mass-weighted divergence of the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux to confirm the

association between these scenarios and the specific timing of momentum and heat flux deposition by planetary waves. Our

analysis reveals that wave-1 and wave-2 contributions to this divergence confirm distinct wave activity effects in relation to these

scenarios. Additionally, examining the evolutions of the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) provides further insight, demonstrating

that these scenarios represent unique states of both the stratosphere and troposphere, which mutually influence each other during

the winter months. Of particular interest is the observation of descending stratospheric anomalies into the troposphere following

SSWs, often accompanied by a negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO). Notably, we have made an important discovery

regarding surface precursors for perturbed scenarios in early winter, specifically December. These surface precursors display

wave-like patterns that align with the diagnosed wave activity in the upper stratosphere. This finding establishes a connection

between early and late winter, highlighting the importance of these precursors. Consequently, our results enhance our ability

to anticipate the behavior of the polar vortex and its impacts, thus holding significant implications for sub-seasonal to seasonal

forecasts in the northern hemisphere.
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Abstract11

We have conducted an investigation into the coupling between the stratosphere and tropo-12

sphere, focusing on perturbed and unperturbed scenarios of the northern hemisphere polar13

vortex. These scenarios were established in a previous study, which categorized the main14

winter typologies based on the timing of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) and final15

stratospheric warmings (FSWs). Here, we further analyze the mass-weighted divergence16

of the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux to confirm the association between these scenarios and the17

specific timing of momentum and heat flux deposition by planetary waves. Our analysis18

reveals that wave-1 and wave-2 contributions to this divergence confirm distinct wave ac-19

tivity effects in relation to these scenarios. Additionally, examining the evolutions of the20

Northern Annular Mode (NAM) provides further insight, demonstrating that these scenarios21

represent unique states of both the stratosphere and troposphere, which mutually influence22

each other during the winter months. Of particular interest is the observation of descending23

stratospheric anomalies into the troposphere following SSWs, often accompanied by a neg-24

ative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO). Notably, we have made an important discovery25

regarding surface precursors for perturbed scenarios in early winter, specifically December.26

These surface precursors display wave-like patterns that align with the diagnosed wave ac-27

tivity in the upper stratosphere. This finding establishes a connection between early and28

late winter, highlighting the importance of these precursors. Consequently, our results en-29

hance our ability to anticipate the behavior of the polar vortex and its impacts, thus holding30

significant implications for sub-seasonal to seasonal forecasts in the northern hemisphere.31

Plain Language Summary32

The stratosphere-troposphere coupling is a dynamic and important area of research,33

as it is widely recognized that the interactions between the stratosphere and troposphere34

significantly impact each other, particularly during the winter season. It has been established35

that accurately representing this coupling in climate models can lead to improvements in36

weather forecasting. One prominent phenomenon that exemplifies this coupling is sudden37

stratospheric warming (SSW), which occurs due to interactions between planetary waves38

and the mean flow in the stratosphere. SSW events can have notable effects on the surface,39

including potential shifts in extra-tropical storm tracks and the occurrence of severe cold-40

air outbreaks. Given the significant impacts of SSWs, the scientific community has been41

actively working towards classifying these events based on their characteristics and impacts.42

In a previous study, a novel classification scheme was introduced, which identified four43

distinct scenarios for the northern hemisphere polar vortex based on the timings of SSWs44

and final stratospheric warmings (FSWs). In this paper, we aim to evaluate the stratosphere-45

troposphere coupling for each of these scenarios during the winter months, with the goal of46

identifying potential associated precursors.47

1 Introduction48

The understanding of stratosphere-troposphere coupling is a crucial aspect of improv-49

ing seasonal weather predictions in atmospheric sciences. This field of research has gained50

significant attention due to its impact on the mutual influence between the stratospheric51

polar vortex and the tropospheric circulation during the northern hemisphere winter. One52

of the key models, developed by Matsuno (1970), explains that variations in the strength53

of the wintertime stratospheric circulation are a result of the interaction between the mean54

flow and upward propagating planetary waves that transport westward momentum from55

the troposphere. These interactions can give rise to sudden stratospheric warming (SSW)56

events, characterized by increased polar cap temperatures, weakened polar vortex, and even57

the reversal of westerly winds in extreme cases. The subsequent stratospheric circulation58

anomalies can descend into the troposphere, influencing surface weather patterns for up to59

two months. Additionally, equatorial stratospheric cooling can also occur as a result of these60
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events. Mechanisms responsible for the downward propagation of stratospheric anomalies61

have been summarized in previous studies by Tripathi et al. (2015) and Kidston et al. (2015).62

The northern hemisphere annular mode (NAM) is a commonly used measure for assess-63

ing stratosphere-troposphere coupling during SSW events. Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001),64

for example, computed NAM indices from weak and strong vortex composites and observed65

that these events are often followed by the Arctic Oscillation (AO) pattern at the surface,66

which can persist for up to two months. The stratospheric anomaly propagating down-67

ward has numerous consequences for tropospheric weather, including shifts in storm track68

locations, changes in the likelihood and intensity of mid-latitude storms, variations in the69

frequency of high-latitude blocking events, and the occurrence of cold air outbreaks across70

the hemisphere (Thompson & Wallace, 2001). However, it is worth noting that not all71

SSW events result in a systematic tropospheric response, and the same is true for final72

stratospheric warming (FSW) events (Butler & Domeisen, 2021). Therefore, there has been73

ongoing research in the scientific community to classify SSW and FSW events and under-74

stand the factors that determine their different impacts on tropospheric circulation.75

Traditionally, extreme SSW events have been classified as major based on the reversal76

of westerly winds at 10hPa-60°N (Butler et al., 2015). However, this criterion alone does77

not indicate whether an SSW event propagates downward. Other studies have classified78

SSW events based on the geometry of the polar vortex, distinguishing between displaced79

and splitting types (Charlton & Polvani, 2007; Cohen & Jones, 2011; Mitchell et al., 2013).80

Mitchell et al. (2013) found that splitting types tend to propagate downward, although81

this trend was not consistently observed in the study by Charlton and Polvani (2007), and82

exceptions exist, such as the SSW events observed in the winter of 1998/1999 (Baldwin &83

Dunkerton, 2001). Nevertheless, this finding aligns with the observations of Nakagawa and84

Yamazaki (2006), as displacement and splitting types are generally associated with upward85

fluxes of wavenumbers 1 and 2, respectively. However, the role of wave-1 activity is also86

significant in the occurrence of SSW events (Nakagawa & Yamazaki, 2006; Bancalá et al.,87

2012; Barriopedro & Calvo, 2014), and similar downward impacts can occur after both88

wave-1 and wave-2 SSW events, as seen in the SSWs of January 2009 (wave-2 type) and89

January 2010 (wave-1 type) (Ayarzagüena et al., 2011; Kodera et al., 2015).90

While some studies have directly classified SSWs based on their tropospheric responses,91

such as absorbing or reflecting types (Kodera et al., 2016), the persistence of stratospheric92

anomalies (Runde et al., 2016), or surface observations of the North Atlantic Oscillation93

(Domeisen, 2019)and North Atlantic storm track response (Afargan-Gerstman & Domeisen,94

2020), there are significant dissimilarities between these classifications in terms of identi-95

fying which SSW events have a descending effect (Karpechko et al., 2017) (see Table 1).96

Furthermore, Runde et al. (2016) found that 20% of extreme stratospheric events, includ-97

ing both strong and weak vortex events, resulted in a surface response, indicating that the98

mechanism responsible for the descending effect is still unclear, although anomalies in the99

lower stratosphere seem to play a crucial role.100

On the other hand, FSW events have been classified based on their timing and nature,101

distinguishing between ”early” and ”dynamical” or ”late” and ”radiative” events (Waugh102

& Rong, 2002; Hauchecorne et al., 2022). The occurrence mechanism between mid-SSWs103

and early dynamical FSWs, both driven by waves, is similar (Vargin et al., 2020). Butler104

and Domeisen (2021) classified FSW events in both the northern and southern hemispheres105

based on dominant zonal wavenumber, timings, and their respective downward impacts.106

Interestingly, in the northern hemisphere, wave-2 events are followed by anomalously positive107

500 hPa height anomalies over the North Pacific and the U.S., in contrast to wave-1 events,108

although the negative AO pattern remains consistent.109

Recently, Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) proposed a new classification110

based on empirical orthogonal functions of stratospheric zonal wind fluctuation patterns111

at the edge of the polar vortex. Their study revealed four scenarios modulated by the112
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timings and dynamical activities of important SSWs (ISSWs) occurring in mid-winter, along113

with scenarios without ISSWs but differing in the type of FSW (dynamical and early or114

radiative and late). This novel classification focuses on the entire winter evolution rather115

than specific SSW or FSW events, and it establishes a connection between mid-winter and116

winter end, highlighting the existence of a stratospheric memory as previously highlighted117

by Hauchecorne et al. (2022).118

The primary objectives of this study are twofold: first, to demonstrate that this clas-119

sification represents not only the unfolding of wintertime stratospheric circulation at the120

edge of the polar vortex but also the overall influence of northern hemisphere stratospheric121

evolutions on the troposphere during winter, and second, to investigate how stratospheric122

anomalies descend into the troposphere and manifest as surface signals throughout the win-123

ter season in the northern hemisphere. Additionally, the study aims to identify potential124

precursors at the surface in the months leading up to significant stratospheric anomalies,125

which could provide insights for seasonal predictability.126

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data extrac-127

tion process from the ERA5 product, as well as the methods used to compute the NAM128

indices and the divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux in the stratosphere-troposphere. Section129

3 describes the four scenarios and their respective dynamical characteristics. Sections 4130

and 5 provide an analysis of NAM evolutions and surface impacts for the perturbed and131

unperturbed scenarios. Then, the impacts on surface temperature in early and late winter132

are examined in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents the summary and conclusions of133

the study, along with a discussion of its implications for seasonal predictability and future134

research directions.135

2 Data and Method136

2.1 ERA5 reanalysis137

Since 2016, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has138

been generating a state-of-the-art reanalysis dataset called ERA5. This new generation of139

reanalysis benefits from the updated ECMWF Integrated Forecast System Cycle 41r2, which140

incorporates improved model parameterizations of convection and microphysics (Hersbach141

et al., 2020). ERA5 provides hourly output on a 0.25° latitude-longitude grid, with 137142

vertical levels extending from the surface up to a pressure level of 0.01 hPa (approximately143

80 km). As a result, ERA5 offers the longest reanalysis series available, spanning from 1940144

to the present.145

Recent studies have demonstrated that ERA5 temperature reanalysis accurately re-146

produces observed temperatures and their variability within the upper stratosphere during147

winter (Marlton et al., 2021; Mariaccia, Keckhut, Hauchecorne, Claud, et al., 2022). How-148

ever, the mesosphere is not as well represented in ERA5. Consequently, the ERA5 dataset149

is particularly suitable for studying stratosphere-troposphere coupling over decades, specif-150

ically during the winter season.151

ERA5 data is also readily available at 37 pressure levels, covering the entire troposphere-152

stratosphere region from 1000 to 1 hPa, with 11 additional levels between 100 and 1 hPa.153

For our analysis, we extracted the daily variables required to compute the Northern Annular154

Mode (NAM) indices and Eliassen-Palm flux from ERA5 reanalysis data at these pressure155

levels. Our analysis covers the grid from 20°N poleward and spans from 1950 to 2020, en-156

compassing a total of 70 winters. The winter season in our analysis starts on November 1st157

and concludes on May 1st, spanning a period of 182 days.158
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2.2 Calculating the NAM indices159

The Northern Annular Mode (NAM), also known as the North Atlantic Oscillation,160

is a key measure of dynamic variability during the winter season. It is computed by de-161

termining the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) that captures the dominant162

patterns of variability. The computation of NAM indices enables us to assess the influence163

of stratospheric variability on the spatial patterns observed in the troposphere.164

Several methods exist for computing NAM indices, including surface-based EOFs,165

height-dependent EOFs, and zonal-mean EOFs. Each method has its advantages and draw-166

backs. The first two methods have limitations in capturing realistic annular variability in167

the middle atmosphere, as well as computational costs. In contrast, the zonal-mean EOFs168

method, as described by Baldwin and Thompson (2009), based on daily averaged, zonally169

averaged, year-round geopotential height, consistently captures annular variability struc-170

tures and is employed in this study.171

To calculate the daily NAM indices (ydl ), the following equation is used:172

ydl =
Zd
l Wel

(el)TWel
, (1)173

where Z̄d
l represents the zonal mean of the daily geopotential anomaly, W is a vector174

used to spatially weight the NAM indices (cosine of latitudes), and el denotes the leading175

EOF of all zonal mean daily geopotential anomalies. Thus, we computed NAM indices for176

the 70 winters spanning from 1950 to 2020 using Equation 1. Subsequently, we averaged177

the daily NAM indices over the winters associated with each mode to obtain the mean178

time-height development of the northern annular mode.179

By applying this approach, we can analyze the behavior of the NAM and its link180

to stratospheric variability, providing valuable insights into the stratosphere-troposphere181

coupling over the winter season.182

2.3 Student’s t-test183

To assess the significance of the mean NAM indices and anomalies at 1000 hPa for each184

scenario, Student’s t-tests were conducted. For the mean NAM indices, the null hypothesis185

of the t-test states that the means of the datasets are equal to the mean NAM indices186

observed over the 70 winters. On the other hand, for anomalies at 1000 hPa, the null187

hypothesis assumes that the means of the datasets are equal to zero. By performing these188

t-tests, we can determine whether the observed differences in the mean NAM indices and189

anomalies are statistically significant.190

2.4 The divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux191

The Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux is a vector that characterizes the direction of small atmo-192

spheric waves as well as the magnitude of eddy heat flux and momentum flux. It serves as a193

valuable diagnostic tool for investigating wave-mean flow interactions and, consequently, the194

coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere. The divergence of the EP flux provides195

information about the acceleration or deceleration of the zonal mean zonal wind.196

In this study, ERA5 data has been extracted onto pressure levels and latitude degrees,197

and the divergence of the EP flux is computed using the methodology described by Jucker198

(2021). This approach accounts for spherical geometry, the aspect ratio of the figures, and199

the units of the vector components. The components of the EP flux in pressure coordinates200

are calculated using the equations introduced by Andrews et al. (1983):201
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fϕ = −u′v′ + up
v′θ′

θ̄p
, (2)202

fp =

(
f − 1

a cosϕ

∂(ū cosϕ)

∂ϕ

)
v′θ′

θ̄p
− u′ω′, (3)203

where the notation follows the conventional usage, and primes and overbars represent204

perturbations and zonal means, respectively. Subscripts ϕ and p refer to partial derivatives205

with respect to latitudes and pressure levels. f denotes the Coriolis parameter, and a206

represents the radius of the Earth. The unit of fϕ is m2/s2, and assuming pressure is in207

hPa, fp is in m · hPa/s2. To obtain the natural form of divergence on the (ϕ, p) plane, it is208

necessary to express the EP flux components in the scale units for ϕ and p on the diagram,209

as outlined by Edmon et al. (1980):210

F =
(
F̂ϕ, F̂p

)
=

2π

g
a2 cos2 ϕ (fϕ, afp) . (4)211

where F represents the EP flux components in the desired scale units. Finally, the212

mass-weighted divergence of F is simply given by ∂ϕF̂ϕ + ∂pF̂p and is expressed in units213

of m3. In this study, the anomaly of EP flux divergence is computed daily for each winter214

on all pressure levels throughout the analyzed period. The mean divergence anomalies215

associated with the four different scenarios are presented in the subsequent section. The216

contributions of wave-1 and wave-2 to the mean divergence anomaly for each scenario are217

also calculated and can be found in the appendix section. However, a detailed discussion of218

their contributions will be provided in the following section.219

3 The Dynamics of the Four Vortex Scenarios220

A recent study by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) classified 61 out of221

the 70 winters between 1950 and 2020 into four scenarios representing typical polar vortex222

evolutions. These scenarios include the January mode (17 winters), the February mode (17223

winters), the Double mode (seven winters), and the unperturbed polar vortex evolution con-224

sisting of the Dynamical Final Warming (DFW) mode (15 winters) and the Radiative Final225

Warming (RFW) mode (five winters). The complete list of winters associated with each226

scenario can be found in Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022). For the remainder227

of this study, we will focus separately on the DFW and RFW modes. Mariaccia, Keckhut,228

and Hauchecorne (2022) also found that each scenario exhibits distinct wave-1 and wave-2229

activities in the middle stratosphere, consistent with zonal wind patterns over the winter230

months. However, as this investigation focused on a specific point in the northern hemi-231

sphere stratosphere (10 hPa and 60°N), further analysis is needed to confirm these trends232

at other altitudes and latitudes near the polar vortex edge.233

To better understand the interaction between waves and the mean flow, we calculated234

the mean mass-weighted divergence anomaly of Eliassen-Palm flux for winters associated235

with perturbed and unperturbed scenarios. Figures 1 and 2 in this study show the divergence236

anomalies for perturbed and unperturbed scenarios, respectively. The wave-1 and wave-2237

contributions to this divergence are provided in the appendix (Figures A1 and A2). We238

also examined the zonal mean zonal wind and temperature evolutions between 50°N and239

70°N at 10 hPa to assess the effects of the EP flux divergence. These zonal mean evolutions240

closely resemble those reported by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) at 60°N-10241

hPa, confirming that the typologies identified in the northern hemisphere stratosphere are242

widespread.243

In terms of the divergence patterns, significant signals are primarily observed in the up-244

per stratosphere, where planetary waves break and deposit their momentum. As expected,245
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we find that negative (positive) divergence values align with the deceleration (acceleration)246

of zonal winds and temperature increase (decrease) associated with SSWs and FSWs (polar247

vortex reinforcements). These results confirm the role of wave-mean flow interactions in248

weakening the zonal stratospheric circulation and warming the stratosphere. The magni-249

tude and vertical extension of the divergence signal are likely responsible for the abrupt250

zonal wind deceleration observed at 10 hPa, with the February mode exhibiting a stronger251

wind deceleration gradient due to a negative divergence signal extending into the lower252

stratosphere. Interestingly, the divergence anomaly evolutions at 1000 hPa tend to herald253

the current or future signs of those in the upper stratosphere. These signals constitute a254

first attestation of the probable existent influences on the stratospheric dynamics by the255

surface climate.256

In contrast, the divergences associated with the DFW and RFW modes display fre-257

quent oscillations between positive and negative values in the upper stratosphere over win-258

ter. These oscillations, accompanied by momentum and heat flux depositions on short time259

scales, are likely the reasons why winters in these modes remain unperturbed. Thus, it260

appears that longer periods of wave-mean flow interactions generating momentum and heat261

flux, as observed in the perturbed scenarios, are necessary to have a significant impact on262

the stratospheric circulation.263

The contributions of wave-1 and wave-2 to the divergence evolutions align with the264

wave activity analysis performed by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) for each265

scenario. The January and Double modes are predominantly driven by wave-1, while the266

February mode exhibits contributions from both wave-1 and wave-2. However, an interesting267

exception is observed in the DFW mode in December, where wave-1 accelerates the mean268

flow while wave-2 decelerates it. In the perturbed modes, wave-2 activity only influences269

the acceleration of the mean flow in the January and Double modes, whereas the opposite270

is true for the February mode.271

These new findings further support the previously reported dynamical behaviors and272

enhance our understanding of wave activities in different scenarios and their impacts on polar273

vortex evolutions. However, since the mean divergence anomaly signals are primarily located274

in the upper stratosphere, it is challenging to infer how momentum and heat flux anomalies275

affect the troposphere. Therefore, in the next section, we investigate the troposphere-276

stratosphere coupling by examining the NAM evolutions for each scenario.277

4 Perturbed Vortex Scenarios278

4.1 NAM evolutions279

Figure 3 illustrates the mean time-height evolution of the NAM indices calculated in280

the troposphere and stratosphere for the three perturbed scenarios: January, February, and281

Double modes. The figure includes solid black contour lines to indicate significant anomalies282

based on the Student’s t-test. Weak and warm polar vortex periods are depicted in red, while283

strong and cold polar vortex periods are shown in blue. These findings align with previous284

studies, which have established that anomalies in the stratosphere exhibit longer time scales285

compared to fluctuations in the troposphere. Additionally, anomalies tend to first appear in286

the upper stratosphere before descending downward (Baldwin & Dunkerton, 2001; Mitchell287

et al., 2013). Furthermore, anomalies reaching the lower stratosphere tend to persist longer288

than those in the upper stratosphere due to the extended radiative time scale. Notably,289

strong anomalies located just above the tropopause have a higher tendency to propagate into290

the troposphere, underscoring the significance of this factor in the downward mechanism.291

Importantly, these NAM evolutions are consistent with the divergence evolutions of EP flux292

for the perturbed scenarios (see Figure 1).293

For the January mode, an instantaneous and significant positive anomaly associated294

with weak polar vortex events caused by an ISSW emerges at the end of December. This295
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Figure 1. Mean time-height development of the anomaly of the mass-weighted divergence of

Eliassen-Palm flux between 50 and 70°N for the three perturbed scenarios: the January Mode

(a), the February Mode (b), and the Double Mode (c). Shaded negative (blue) and positive (red)

values correspond to a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal wind, respectively. The panel at

the bottom shows the evolution at 1000 hPa. Solid blue and red lines represent mean evolution

of zonal mean zonal wind and zonal mean temperature, respectively, computed over the latitude

range 50-70°N at 10 hPa.
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Figure 2. Mean time-height development of the anomaly of the mass-weighted divergence of

Eliassen-Palm flux between 50 and 70°N for the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario:

the Dynamical Final Warming Mode (a) and the Radiative Final Warming Mode (b). Shaded

negative (blue) and positive (red) values correspond to a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal

wind, respectively. The panel at the bottom shows the evolution at 1000 hPa. Solid blue and red

lines represent mean evolution of zonal mean zonal wind and zonal mean temperature, respectively,

computed over the latitude range 50-70°N at 10 hPa.
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anomaly rapidly propagates throughout the stratosphere with high significance from De-296

cember to January. It covers the entire stratosphere and subsequently moves downward297

into the troposphere, reaching the Earth’s surface significantly in January. From February,298

the positive anomaly begins descending from the upper to lower stratosphere, with a slight299

rise from the tropopause, halting the propagation into the troposphere. Another noteworthy300

positive anomaly at the surface emerges in late March, potentially representing a late tropo-301

spheric response to the strong positive anomaly that concluded in March. Simultaneously, a302

weak negative anomaly appears in the upper stratosphere, propagating downward to reach303

the lower stratosphere in April, without extending into the troposphere. The FSW, which304

commonly occurs around April 20th (Mariaccia, Keckhut, & Hauchecorne, 2022), does not305

induce a strong signal in the stratosphere or troposphere. Thus, these results align with306

the typical winter evolutions associated with this scenario, characterized by ISSWs in mid-307

January, followed by a weak reinforcement of the polar vortex in March before concluding308

in April. It is worth noting that, on average, no stratospheric anomaly precedes the positive309

anomaly associated with the ISSW’s appearance at the end of December. This absence of310

an anomaly is attributable to the similarity in the seasonal wave activity cycle up to mid-311

December for most winters (Mariaccia, Keckhut, & Hauchecorne, 2022), resulting in a zero312

anomaly in the stratosphere at the beginning of winter. Beyond mid-December, the mean313

wave activity associated with the scenarios begins to diverge.314

In the case of the February mode, a significant negative anomaly indicating strong315

polar vortex events instantaneously emerges and covers the entire stratosphere from mid-316

December to the end of January. Importantly, as this anomaly descends further toward the317

tropopause, it begins to significantly impact the troposphere, confirming the importance of318

this factor once again. Subsequently, a positive anomaly primarily appears in the upper319

stratosphere at the end of January, with a tilted descending phase that later reaches the320

lower stratosphere, lasting until April. However, no significant descent into the troposphere321

is observed since the positive anomaly remains predominantly above 100 hPa, which is too322

high to affect the tropopause and enable downward propagation. Nevertheless, positive323

anomaly signals, albeit not significant, emerge at the surface in March, suggesting a weak324

tropospheric response to this stratospheric anomaly on average. From March onward, a325

weak negative anomaly signal develops in the upper stratosphere, descending to the lower326

stratosphere, indicating the final formation of the polar vortex with weak winds before327

the occurrence of the FSW, often characterized by late and radiative events. Similar to328

the January mode, no significant anomaly precedes the negative anomaly in December329

in the stratosphere, as explained earlier. Therefore, these findings align with the mean330

zonal evolution associated with the February mode, featuring a stratospheric circulation331

reinforcement in December and January, followed by a rapid zonal wind deceleration due to332

an ISSW occurring at the end of January, before a radiative FSW at the end of April.333

Lastly, winters associated with the Double mode exhibit, on average, a positive anomaly334

in the troposphere from mid-November. Surprisingly, unlike the January and February335

modes, this anomaly appears to propagate upward from the surface and precedes another336

positive anomaly covering the entire stratosphere from mid-December, corresponding to the337

first ISSW’s occurrence. This upward propagation suggests that the positive anomaly at338

the surface acts as a tropospheric precursor to the subsequent ISSW’s appearance. Hence,339

this anomaly propagation exemplifies the bidirectional stratospheric-tropospheric dynami-340

cal coupling and its potential usefulness for seasonal-scale climate forecasts. The positive341

anomaly descends into the lower stratosphere and propagates into the troposphere from342

mid-January. Concurrently, a negative anomaly emerges in the upper stratosphere from343

the beginning of January, descending to the lower stratosphere by early February, indi-344

cating the reformation of the polar vortex. Starting from mid-February, a new positive345

anomaly emerges, covering both the stratosphere and troposphere until the end of March.346

Interestingly, the maximum positive anomaly is observed at low altitudes around 200 hPa,347

corresponding to the second ISSW’s occurrence. Thus, similar to the previous two modes,348

these findings align with the unfolding of mean stratospheric winter circulation and wave349
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activity for the Double mode (see Figure 1), featuring an initial ISSW in December, a subse-350

quent one around the end of February, and a vortex restoration between the two. In April, a351

negative anomaly begins to develop in the upper stratosphere, corresponding to a tentative352

restoration of the polar vortex, which is interrupted by the FSW, often characterized by353

late and radiative events during this period. The absence of propagation of this negative354

anomaly suggests that the presence of tropospheric anomalies is unrelated.355

In conclusion, these mean time-height evolutions of NAM indices indicate that these356

three perturbed scenarios possess distinct vertical structures influenced by the timings of357

ISSWs and FSWs. On the whole, positive anomalies generated by ISSWs tend to propa-358

gate downward into the troposphere immediately or with a delay of one month after their359

occurrence. However, this behavior is not observed for FSWs, which are mostly radiative360

and do not tend to impact the troposphere significantly. Notably, both the stratosphere361

and troposphere exhibit weak signals in April. These findings affirm that the new clas-362

sification determined in Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) not only represents363

different stratospheric wind scenarios but also repetitive typical spatial patterns that couple364

the stratosphere with the troposphere during Northern Hemisphere winters. In the next365

section, we will discuss the probable polar vortex geometry associated with these perturbed366

scenarios by comparing with the classification performed in Mitchell et al. (2013). Then, we367

will investigate the surface regions impacted in the Northern Hemisphere over the months368

for these three perturbed scenarios.369

4.2 Link With Horizontal Polar Vortex Geometry370

The propagation of instantaneous anomalies throughout the stratosphere and tropo-371

sphere after ISSWs in the January mode bears resemblance to the findings of Splitting events372

in Mitchell et al. (2013) (see Figure 4b), suggesting a potential wave resonance phenomenon373

caused by barotropic mode excitation (Esler & Scott, 2005). Thus, one might expect the374

January mode to be associated with splitting polar vortex evolutions. However, this con-375

currence is surprising since the January mode is primarily driven by wave-1 activity, usually376

characterized by displaced events. Similarly unexpected, the tilted downward propagation377

observed in the stratosphere for the February mode aligns with the findings for Displacement378

events in Mitchell et al. (2013) (see Figure 4a), showing limited impacts in the troposphere.379

This result is also surprising as the February mode exhibits strong wave-2 activity, typi-380

cally associated with splitting events. Moreover, this result is consistent with the seasonal381

distribution of splitting, displacement, and mixed events presented in Mitchell et al. (2013)382

(see Figure 3), where splitting events are more concentrated in December and January,383

while displaced events occur more frequently in February and March. However, it should384

be noted that this distribution differs from that obtained by Charlton and Polvani (2007),385

who used a different method to identify polar vortex geometry during SSWs. This discrep-386

ancy highlights the importance of considering methodological uncertainties when comparing387

these classifications. Hence, despite these seemingly contradictory findings, all inferences388

drawn from this comparison are likely irrelevant. The primary reason is that the established389

scenarios are not based on specific SSW dates but rather on winter typologies, representing390

a novel approach that hampers direct comparisons with such classifications. Furthermore,391

even previous SSW classifications exhibit contradictions and divergences in identifying the392

mechanism responsible for downward effects into the troposphere (Karpechko et al., 2017),393

necessitating further clarification. Additionally, most studies, including the NAM evolutions394

presented here, argue that the persistence of circulation anomalies in the lower stratosphere395

plays a crucial role in this process. Consequently, without making assumptions with sig-396

nificant uncertainties, it is impossible to draw conclusions regarding the vortex geometry397

associated with these perturbed scenarios. Nonetheless, this feature appears to be less de-398

cisive than the timing of ISSWs in predicting stratospheric anomaly descents and surface399

impacts.400
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Figure 3. Mean time-height development of the northern annular mode indices for the winters

associated with the three perturbed scenarios: the January Mode (a), the February Mode (b), and

the Double Mode (c). The indices have daily resolution and are non-dimensional. Negative values

(blue) corresponds to a strong polar vortex and positive values (red) to a weak polar vortex. The

black lines contour areas with statistical significance at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

The horizontal black dashed lines indicate the approximate delimitation between the troposphere

and the stratosphere.
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4.3 Surface impacts at 1000 hPa401

Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of monthly mean geopotential anomalies at 1000 hPa402

for the three perturbed scenarios from November to March. The stippled areas indicate the403

regions of highest significance according to the Student’s t-test.404

For the January mode, it can be observed that winters begin in November with a405

few surface signals of high significance: a positive anomaly over the Barent Sea and a406

negative anomaly in Western Europe. In December, significant signals are found across the407

investigated area. Therefore, winters typically exhibit a geopotential dipole with strong408

positive anomalies over Siberia and Asia, while significant negative anomalies cover the409

center and Northwest America. Interestingly, these surface signals display a wave-1-like410

pattern, coinciding with significant wave-1 activity diagnosed in the middle stratosphere411

before the occurrence of ISSWs for the January mode (see Fig. 8a in Mariaccia, Keckhut,412

and Hauchecorne (2022)). Thus, these results suggest that the surface pattern observed in413

December acts as a precursor to a specific wave-1 activity propagating upward from the414

troposphere and disturbing the stratospheric circulation, which in turn impacts the surface415

in the following months. This connection exemplifies the two-way troposphere-stratosphere416

coupling that takes place in the northern hemisphere during winter. In January, which is417

when the ISSW is expected to occur for winters associated with this mode, strong positive418

anomalies are observed at the pole and eastern Siberia, while negative anomalies are found419

in southern Europe and Northeast America. This pattern is typical of the negative phase of420

the AO. It is consistent with the NAM indices showing a downward propagation of positive421

anomalies in January (see Fig. 3). The positive anomaly persists at the pole until March422

but exhibits a rotational motion over the months. In February, this positive anomaly signal423

extends further over northern Canada, while in March, it covers Iceland and a part of the424

Pacific, with an overall decrease in significance.425

Regarding the February mode, surprisingly, opposite signals are observed compared426

to the January mode, particularly for the months from November to January, confirming427

that these two modes possess very different initial surface conditions. In November, winters428

tend to have a negative anomaly over the Barent Sea, while a positive anomaly, though429

not highly significant, is observed in Western Europe. In December, the previous negative430

anomaly covers a portion of Siberia, and another negative anomaly appears over the west of431

Greenland, while a positive anomaly is observed over the U.S. West Coast. Another positive432

anomaly is found over Western Europe but lacks high significance. Interestingly, this surface433

pattern exhibits a wave-2-like pattern, especially for the negative signals, aligning with the434

period when wave-2 activity in the stratosphere increases for this mode (see Fig. 8b in435

Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022)). Therefore, similar to the January mode, this436

surface pattern serves as an indicator of a future weak polar vortex generated by an ISSW in437

February. More generally, these results support the idea that December is a crucial month438

for identifying and anticipating the occurring scenario. In January, a negative anomaly is439

present at the pole, while a positive anomaly is observed in western Europe, albeit with low440

significance. Again, this result aligns with the NAM indices computed for this mode, which441

indicate a descent of negative anomalies during this period. This pattern corresponds to the442

positive phase of the AO. As expected, no significant signals are found in February when443

the ISSW is expected to occur, confirming that the anomaly does not reach the surface.444

Only a small positive anomaly signal in the Bering Sea tends to be recurrent in February,445

albeit with significance. In March, only a negative anomaly is present over the north of446

the U.K., while a positive anomaly is found over Northeast America. Therefore, these weak447

surface signals following the ISSW confirm that the overall troposphere evolves somewhat448

independently from the stratosphere.449

Unlike the January and February modes, the Double mode exhibits strong signals450

in November, with a positive anomaly over the pole and the Barent Sea, while negative451

anomalies cover southern Europe and the Bering Sea. This pattern shares similarities with452

the one observed in December for the January mode, i.e., a wave-1-like pattern that can453
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Figure 4. Monthly mean geopotential anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the northern

hemisphere for the three perturbed scenarios from November to March. Blue and red shaded

regions respectively correspond to negative and positive geopotential anomalies. Stippled areas

show statistical significance at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

act as a precursor to the expected ISSW in the following month. In December, significant454

negative anomalies cover the North Atlantic Ocean and Eurasia, while a positive anomaly455

is present over the Bering Sea. Although the first ISSW occurs in December, there is no456

immediate downward propagation of the positive anomaly, as shown in Figure 3, where the457

descent into the troposphere occurs later in January and February. However, a significant458

positive anomaly is found in January, covering North America, the pole, and the land around459

the Barent Sea, albeit with low significance. Meanwhile, negative anomalies are present in460

Western Europe and China. In February, a significant positive anomaly over northern461

Siberia suggests that the stratospheric anomaly finally reached the surface. Simultaneously,462

a significant negative anomaly is present over the Bering Sea. Finally, in March, a negative463

phase of the AO is observed again due to the effect of the second ISSW, with a significant464

positive anomaly covering the entire pole, Greenland, and a northern part of Siberia.465

Thus, based on Figure 4, it is evident that these three perturbed modes exhibit distinct466

surface signature evolutions throughout winters before and after the occurrences of ISSWs.467

However, there are similarities in the initial surface conditions and surface impacts between468

the January and Double modes, which are opposite to those observed for the February mode.469

Specifically, for the January and Double modes, a wave-1-like pattern is present at the surface470

in December and November, respectively, and the positive geopotential anomaly tends to471

propagate from the stratosphere to the surface after an ISSW, generally inducing a negative472

phase of the AO. In contrast, although the February mode displays a wave-2-like pattern473

at the surface in December, ISSWs occurring in February do not have subsequent impacts474

on the surface in the following months. Consequently, these perturbed scenarios exhibit475

precursors at the surface at the beginning of winter, particularly in December, which are476

likely responsible for the observed wave activity in the stratosphere and, therefore, appear477

crucial for anticipating the subsequent winter months. Regarding FSWs, their occurrence478

does not seem to significantly impact the surface, regardless of the perturbed mode. The479

investigation of the unperturbed mode and its two sub-modes, DFW and RFW, is presented480

in the next section.481
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5 Unperturbed Vortex Scenario482

5.1 NAM evolutions483

Figure 5 presents the NAM indices for the DFW and RFW modes, following a similar484

format to Figure 3. In line with expectations, both sub-modes exhibit a negative anomaly in485

the stratosphere, indicative of a persistent polar vortex that extends until the end of winter,486

finishing with either dynamical or radiative FSWs.487

For the DFW mode, a negative anomaly forms on average in the stratosphere around488

10 hPa starting in December. This negative anomaly propagates downward, gradually489

encompassing the entire stratosphere while intensifying until the end of February, reaching490

a peak around 30 hPa. The negative anomaly persists in the stratosphere until the end491

of February, at which point it initiates descent towards the troposphere, approaching the492

tropopause. Consequently, the negative anomalies reach the Earth’s surface until the end of493

March. Interestingly, in early March, a positive anomaly appears at the top of the diagram.494

This positive anomaly corresponds to the occurrence of a dynamical FSW, which disrupts495

the polar vortex, resembling but with less intensity than the ISSWs observed in the three496

perturbed scenarios. Throughout March, this tilted positive anomaly propagates downward497

and reaches the lower stratosphere in April, but it does not significantly penetrate into the498

troposphere.499

Regarding the RFWmode, weak but discernible anomaly signals are present in Novem-500

ber, with a positive anomaly in the stratosphere and a negative anomaly in the troposphere.501

This positive anomaly descends while gaining strength, reaching the tropopause region and502

influencing the troposphere in December. Concurrently, a robust negative anomaly begins503

to form in the upper stratosphere. This negative anomaly propagates downward, covering504

the entire stratosphere from mid-January to mid-April while maintaining its intensity, in-505

dicating a persistently strong polar vortex throughout winter. From January to April, the506

tropospheric surface experiences the effects of this robust polar vortex, as anomalies persist507

just above the tropopause, facilitating their spread into the troposphere. It is important508

to note that this scenario represents the average evolution of only five winters, making this509

result statistically less robust than others. Notably, the surface is strongly influenced by510

the final stages of the wintertime stratospheric circulation in April, coinciding with the511

occurrence of the radiative FSW.512

In the next section, we delve into the surface impact analysis for both sub-modes,513

examining the affected regions over the course of several months.514

5.2 Surface impacts at 1000 hPa515

Figure 6 illustrates the monthly mean geopotential anomaly at 1000 hPa from January516

to April for both the DFW and RFW modes. The decision to display only the months when517

stratospheric anomalies strongly impact the surface was made because undisturbed winters518

do not exhibit significant signals before January (not shown).519

Regarding the DFW mode, significant anomalies are observed at the surface in Febru-520

ary and March. In both months, a substantial negative anomaly is present at the pole and521

north of America, while a positive anomaly is observed in central Europe and northern Eu-522

rope in February and March, respectively. Additionally, a notable negative anomaly tends523

to appear in the Pacific Ocean in March. Thus, these two months share a similar pattern,524

characteristic of a positive phase of the AO. The positive AO phase in the DFW mode is525

induced by a downward propagation of stratospheric anomalies, confirming their connection526

with strong polar vortex events. Furthermore, the surface signal in the DFW mode exhibits527

a wave-1-like pattern, consistent with the wave activity diagnosed in the stratosphere dur-528

ing this period (Mariaccia, Keckhut, & Hauchecorne, 2022), indicating a vertical connection529

from the surface to the upper stratosphere. This persistent wave-1 activity is likely the530
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Figure 5. Mean time-height development of the northern annular mode indices for the winters

associated with the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario: the Dynamical Final

Warming Mode (a) and the Radiative Final Warming Mode (b). The indices have daily resolution

and are non-dimensional. Negative values (blue) corresponds to a strong polar vortex and positive

values (red) to a weak polar vortex. The black lines contour areas with statistical significance

at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test. The horizontal black dashed lines indicate the

approximate delimitation between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
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Figure 6. Monthly mean geopotential anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the north-

ern hemisphere for the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario from November to

March. Blue and red shaded regions respectively correspond to negative and positive geopotential

anomalies. Stippled areas show statistical significance at the 95% level according to a Student’s t

test.

cause of the dynamical FSW occurring in April, similar to the disturbed scenarios. How-531

ever, unlike wave-1-driven ISSWs, the final pattern in April is not influenced by the positive532

stratospheric anomaly generated by the dynamical FSW, as seen in the NAM evolution (see533

Fig. 5).534

In contrast, the RFW mode shows significant signals throughout the studied period.535

In January, a highly significant negative anomaly is found from the pole to the north of536

Siberia, in agreement with the descending stratospheric anomaly during this period (see537

Fig. 5a). In February, the negative anomaly persists but with reduced significance, and an538

additional negative anomaly appears in the Pacific below the Bering Sea. Positive anoma-539

lies are observed in the Pacific near the U.S. west coast and in western Europe. In March,540

the preceding negative anomalies shift slightly to northern Europe and Russia’s east coast,541

respectively, while the previous positive anomaly over western Europe diminishes, and the542

one in the Pacific moves westward and spreads over Alaska. The RFW mode’s NAM evo-543

lution suggests that the surface patterns in February and March are less affected by the544

stratosphere due to the less significant descent of anomalies during these months.545

Moreover, the surface signal in March exhibits a wave-2-like pattern that aligns with546

the peak of wave-2 activity found in the stratosphere during this period (Mariaccia, Keckhut,547

& Hauchecorne, 2022). This result confirms the vertical connection through wave activity548

when the polar vortex is strong, characterized by westerly winds that enable planetary wave549

propagation. However, despite significant wave-2 activity in March, there is no generation550

of stratospheric anomalies associated with triggering an ISSW, indicating the essential role551

of wave-1, which exhibits low activity during this period. In April, a strong and significant552

negative anomaly is found at the pole, while positive anomalies are observed over the Bering553

Sea and the center of Siberia and China. This pattern reflects a positive phase of the Arctic554

Oscillation, similar to what is found in February and March of the DFW mode. It aligns555

with the last observed anomaly descent in the NAM evolution. Beyond April, no further556

stratospheric anomalies are present due to the return of solar radiation, dissipating the polar557

vortex.558
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Figure 7. Monthly mean temperature anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the northern

hemisphere for each scenario in December and March. Stippled areas show statistical significance

at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

In summary, winters associated with the two sub-modes of the unperturbed scenario559

exhibit similar surface patterns significantly impacted by the downward propagation of560

negative stratospheric anomalies during the winter months. A positive Atlantic Oscillation561

emerges at the surface when the FSW occurs in both the DFW and RFW modes. These562

surface patterns differ notably from those obtained in the three perturbed scenarios, which563

are characterized by negative AO patterns after ISSWs. Therefore, the positive AO patterns564

observed in March and April for the DFW and RFW modes signify the disappearance of565

the polar vortex. This finding confirms that the timing and nature of FSWs are crucial566

for understanding the temporal shift in observed ground impacts. However, no significant567

surface harbingers are found in December and preceding months, suggesting that the FSW568

type is influenced more by January onwards rather than early winter.569

6 Impacts on Surface Temperature570

To investigate the effects of different scenarios on climate during winter, which is crucial571

for seasonal-scale weather forecasts, we present the monthly mean temperature anomaly at572

1000 hPa in December and March in the northern hemisphere for each scenario (Fig. 7).573

Additionally, since the Double mode exhibits significant geopotential signals earlier in winter574

(Fig. 4), we also include the mean temperature anomaly at 1000 hPa in November for the575

Double mode in Figure 8. Generally, positive geopotential anomalies are associated with576

negative temperature anomalies, and negative geopotential anomalies are associated with577

positive temperature anomalies during the same period.578

In December, it is not surprising to find that the January and February modes exhibit579

opposite dipole signals, consistent with the mean geopotential anomaly shown previously for580

this month. The January mode shows negative temperature anomalies ranging from -1 to -3581

K over Eurasia, while positive anomalies of +1 to +2.5 K are observed over North America582

and Greenland. Notably, this temperature anomaly pattern over Eurasia in December bears583

similarities, but with higher significance, to the surface temperature anomalies found in the584

-30 to 0 days before Displacement Sudden Stratospheric Warming (SSW) events (Mitchell585

et al., 2013). In contrast, the February mode demonstrates less significant signals, with586

temperature anomalies only reaching +1.5 K in Siberia and -1.5 K in North America.587

Interestingly, the mean temperature anomaly patterns observed in December and Jan-588

uary (not shown here) for the February mode do not correspond to the precursor stage for589

either Displaced or Splitting events suggesting a mixed signal. Regarding the geopotential590
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Figure 8. Monthly mean temperature anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the northern

hemisphere for the Double mode in November. Stippled areas show statistical significance at the

95% level according to a Student’s t test.

anomaly, the temperature anomaly observed in November for the Double mode is similar to591

the one observed in December for the January mode, but with stronger negative anomalies592

over a large part of Eurasia exceeding -3 K, and positive anomalies of +1.5 K mainly cov-593

ering North West America and Greenland. Despite the weak significance in December, the594

Double mode exhibits positive and negative temperature anomalies in the south and north595

of Siberia, respectively, indicating a warming of the Eurasia region when the first SSW of596

this scenario occurs in the stratosphere. These surface temperature patterns, similar to the597

geopotential patterns, can be considered precursors of these perturbed scenarios, providing598

further evidence that troposphere-stratosphere coupling substantially influences the winter599

climate in the northern hemisphere. These findings are of great interest for improving sub-600

to-seasonal forecasts. However, for the December month, the signals observed for the DFW601

and RFW modes have weak significance, consistent with the NAM evolution during this602

period. Therefore, the absence of surface signals with high significance up to December603

indicates that the winter is following an unperturbed scenario.604

In March, the January and February modes exhibit similarities but do not show mean605

temperature anomalies with high significance, suggesting that the surface climate at this606

period is no longer influenced by stratospheric anomalies, which aligns with the observed607

NAM evolutions (Fig. 3a-b). Hence, surface precursors can anticipate these two scenarios in608

December, but they are not indicative of a specific surface climate at the end of winter. It is609

noteworthy that their surface patterns in March are similar to those observed for Splitting610

and Displacement events in their decay phase (Mitchell et al., 2013), making it challenging611

to draw meaningful comparisons or deductions.612

Interestingly, the Double mode shows nearly identical surface signals in March as613

those observed in November, but with positive temperature anomalies covering a larger area614

in North East America exceeding +3 K. Thus, the surface harbinger found in November615

associated with the Double mode is similar to the effect generated by the second SSW616

occurring at the end of February. Consequently, the Double mode is a unique mode with a617

strong impact on the northern hemisphere’s surface climate from November to March.618
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Finally, in March, the surface signals observed for the DFW and RFW modes are619

opposite to those found for the Double mode but similar to those observed in December620

for the February mode. The DFW mode shows a significant positive temperature anomaly621

exceeding +3 K over the Barent Sea region, ranging between 1 and 2 K in East Siberia,622

and negative anomalies averaging -1.5 K over North-East America. Similarly, the RFW623

mode exhibits positive anomalies exceeding +2.5 K on average over the center of Siberia624

and the Bering Sea region, while substantial negative temperature anomalies of -3 K and625

below are found over West America, Iceland, and Svalbard. Consequently, the similar626

temperature surface patterns between the DFW and RFW modes indicate that the type of627

final stratospheric warming does not determine a specific meteorological impact.628

In general, these different surface harbingers and responses provide evidence for the629

existence of a connection between early and late winter due to stratosphere-troposphere630

coupling, confirming its significant influence on the climate in the northern hemisphere631

during wintertime.632

7 Summary633

In this study, we have conducted an investigation into the coupling between the strato-634

sphere and troposphere for both perturbed and unperturbed scenarios, as established in a635

previous work by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022). By analyzing the time-636

height evolutions of the mass-weighted divergence anomaly of the Eliassen-Palm flux, aver-637

aged in the latitude range of 50-70°N, we have found that the mean eddy heat and momentum638

flux primarily influence the upper stratosphere. These findings are consistent with the zonal639

mean temperature and zonal mean zonal wind evolutions at 10 hPa within the same latitude640

range. In addtion, the divergence evolutions at 1000 hPa reveal that the dynamics in the up-641

per stratosphere is potentially influenced by the surface some weeks in advance. Moreover,642

our analysis of the contributions from wave-1 and wave-2 to this divergence anomaly aligns643

with the wave activities associated with each scenario as reported earlier. Notably, we have644

observed that wave-2 plays a role in reinforcing the polar vortex following the occurrence of645

the ISSW for the January and Double modes.646

Regarding the unperturbed scenario, we have identified frequent oscillations in the sign647

of the divergence in the upper stratosphere. These oscillations provide a physical explanation648

as to why the polar vortex remains strong during this scenario. These wave activity diagnoses649

enhance our understanding of the distinct dynamical behaviors exhibited by these scenarios650

and their impact on polar vortexes. Such inferences are crucial for potential simulations of651

these scenarios using mechanistic models.652

We have also found that the time-height Northern Annular Mode (NAM) evolutions653

associated with each scenario align temporally with the phases of reinforcement and weak-654

ening of the polar vortex caused by ISSWs and FSWs. The discrepancies observed in these655

NAM evolutions, particularly in the descent of stratospheric anomalies caused by ISSWs or656

strong polar vortex events, provide confirmation that these scenarios affect the stratosphere657

and troposphere differently throughout the winter. Consequently, these novel findings offer658

compelling evidence of stratosphere-troposphere coupling during the winter months. More-659

over, consistent with most studies, our results suggest that downward propagation toward660

the tropopause is crucial for enabling the descent of stratospheric anomalies to the surface,661

irrespective of their sign. In a broader sense, these outcomes verify that these scenarios not662

only represent a wind and temperature evolution at the edge of the polar vortex but also663

distinct states of the stratosphere and troposphere that influence each other during the win-664

ter months in the northern hemisphere. Overall, the diverse NAM evolutions demonstrate665

unique vertical and temporal connections in wintertime, which are of significant interest for666

climate forecasts.667
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When comparing our results with the classification based on vortex geometry, specif-668

ically displaced or splitting events, as performed by Mitchell et al. (2013), we have en-669

countered inconsistencies between the NAM evolutions, surface temperature anomalies, and670

observed wave activity for perturbed scenarios. These discrepancies are likely attributed to671

the different approaches in the classifications, one based on the dates of SSW events and the672

other on main winter typologies, thereby hindering meaningful comparisons. Additionally,673

uncertainties exist in the method used to identify the polar vortex geometry. Consequently,674

establishing a direct relationship between a specific polar vortex geometry and each scenario675

based on this comparison is not evident. Thus, the timing of ISSWs appears to be more676

crucial than vortex geometry in attempting to predict a descent of stratospheric anomalies.677

After examining the surface patterns of geopotential and temperature anomalies, sev-678

eral important findings emerge regarding the precursors and tropospheric responses during679

winter for each scenario:680

1. January mode:681

• In December, there is a dipole structure of mean geopotential anomalies, with682

positive anomalies over Eurasia and negative anomalies over North-West America.683

This pattern is accompanied by mean temperature anomalies of -2 K over Eurasia684

and +2 K over North America. These surface patterns act as a precursor to the685

occurrence of an ISSW in January.686

• In January and February, a negative phase of the AO is observed at the surface687

due to the descent of positive stratospheric anomalies generated by the ISSW.688

2. February mode:689

• In December, an opposite signal to the January mode is observed, with negative690

geopotential anomalies over Siberia and West Greenland, and positive anomalies691

over the U.S. West Coast. This surface signal exhibits a wave-2-like pattern, acting692

as a harbinger of the ISSW in February. Associated temperature anomalies reach,693

on average, +1.5 K over Siberia and -1.5 K over North America.694

• In January, a positive phase of AO appears at the surface due to the descent of695

negative stratospheric anomalies, indicating the presence of a strong polar vortex.696

From February onwards, no significant signals indicate that the stratosphere no697

longer influences the surface.698

3. Double mode:699

• In November, the mean geopotential anomaly shows positive anomalies over the700

pole and the Barent Sea, and negative anomalies over southern western Europe and701

the Bering Sea. This signal shares similarities with the December pattern observed702

for the January mode. Associated with these anomalies are surface temperature703

anomalies exceeding -3 K over Eurasia and around +1.5 K over North West Amer-704

ica and Greenland. These patterns exhibit a wave-1-like structure, acting as a705

precursor for the Double mode.706

• In January and February, the first ISSW causes the descent of the stratospheric707

anomaly into the troposphere. This leads to positive geopotential anomalies over708

Greenland and the Barent Sea, and negative anomalies over western Europe and709

China in January, and the Bering Sea in February.710

• In March, the second ISSW generates a significant descent of the stratospheric711

anomaly, resulting in a substantial negative AO phase. This is associated with712

temperature anomalies exceeding +3 K over North East America and -3 K over713

Eurasia.714

4. DFW mode:715

• Consistent with its NAM evolution, no surface precursor exists for this mode, and716

no significant anomalies appear before February.717
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Figure A1. Contributions from Wave-1 and Wave-2 in the mean time-height development of

the anomaly of the mass weighted divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux in the latitude range 50-70°N
for the three perturbed scenarios. Shaded negative (blue) and positive (red) values correspond to

a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal wind, respectively.

• In February and March, a positive AO phase is observed, accompanied by a positive718

geopotential anomaly concentrated in Western Europe. In March, this surface719

pattern is associated with temperature anomalies exceeding +3 K over the Barent720

Sea region, and on average, +1.5 K over East Siberia. Negative anomalies of -1.5721

K, on average, are found over North-East America.722

5. RFW mode:723

• Negative stratospheric anomaly descents occur from January to April during this724

mode. In January, a positive AO-like phase pattern is observed.725

• From February to March, a wave-2-like pattern emerges with positive geopotential726

anomalies over the U.S. West coast and western Europe, and negative anomalies727

over the Barent Sea region and Siberia’s East coast.728

• Finally, in April, a pronounced positive phase of the AO emerges when the polar729

vortex disappears.730

These findings significantly contribute to our understanding of stratosphere-troposphere731

coupling during the winter in the northern hemisphere, with important implications for sub-732

seasonal to seasonal climate forecasts. Future research should employ mechanistic models733

to test whether these precursors and specific wave activities associated with each scenario734

can simulate ISSWs with the expected timing. Furthermore, investigating the causes of735

stratospheric anomaly entry into the troposphere would be beneficial. Additional investiga-736

tions are necessary to better comprehend the triggers for each scenario, with one potential737

avenue being to explore links with sea ice concentrations and thicknesses at the beginning738

of winter.739

Appendix A Contributions from Wave-1 and Wave-2 in the divergence740

of Eliassen-Palm flux741
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Figure A2. Contributions from Wave-1 and Wave-2 in the mean time-height development of

the anomaly of the mass weighted divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux in the latitude range 50-70°N
for the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario. Shaded negative (blue) and positive

(red) values correspond to a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal wind, respectively.
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Abstract11

We have conducted an investigation into the coupling between the stratosphere and tropo-12

sphere, focusing on perturbed and unperturbed scenarios of the northern hemisphere polar13

vortex. These scenarios were established in a previous study, which categorized the main14

winter typologies based on the timing of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) and final15

stratospheric warmings (FSWs). Here, we further analyze the mass-weighted divergence16

of the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux to confirm the association between these scenarios and the17

specific timing of momentum and heat flux deposition by planetary waves. Our analysis18

reveals that wave-1 and wave-2 contributions to this divergence confirm distinct wave ac-19

tivity effects in relation to these scenarios. Additionally, examining the evolutions of the20

Northern Annular Mode (NAM) provides further insight, demonstrating that these scenarios21

represent unique states of both the stratosphere and troposphere, which mutually influence22

each other during the winter months. Of particular interest is the observation of descending23

stratospheric anomalies into the troposphere following SSWs, often accompanied by a neg-24

ative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO). Notably, we have made an important discovery25

regarding surface precursors for perturbed scenarios in early winter, specifically December.26

These surface precursors display wave-like patterns that align with the diagnosed wave ac-27

tivity in the upper stratosphere. This finding establishes a connection between early and28

late winter, highlighting the importance of these precursors. Consequently, our results en-29

hance our ability to anticipate the behavior of the polar vortex and its impacts, thus holding30

significant implications for sub-seasonal to seasonal forecasts in the northern hemisphere.31

Plain Language Summary32

The stratosphere-troposphere coupling is a dynamic and important area of research,33

as it is widely recognized that the interactions between the stratosphere and troposphere34

significantly impact each other, particularly during the winter season. It has been established35

that accurately representing this coupling in climate models can lead to improvements in36

weather forecasting. One prominent phenomenon that exemplifies this coupling is sudden37

stratospheric warming (SSW), which occurs due to interactions between planetary waves38

and the mean flow in the stratosphere. SSW events can have notable effects on the surface,39

including potential shifts in extra-tropical storm tracks and the occurrence of severe cold-40

air outbreaks. Given the significant impacts of SSWs, the scientific community has been41

actively working towards classifying these events based on their characteristics and impacts.42

In a previous study, a novel classification scheme was introduced, which identified four43

distinct scenarios for the northern hemisphere polar vortex based on the timings of SSWs44

and final stratospheric warmings (FSWs). In this paper, we aim to evaluate the stratosphere-45

troposphere coupling for each of these scenarios during the winter months, with the goal of46

identifying potential associated precursors.47

1 Introduction48

The understanding of stratosphere-troposphere coupling is a crucial aspect of improv-49

ing seasonal weather predictions in atmospheric sciences. This field of research has gained50

significant attention due to its impact on the mutual influence between the stratospheric51

polar vortex and the tropospheric circulation during the northern hemisphere winter. One52

of the key models, developed by Matsuno (1970), explains that variations in the strength53

of the wintertime stratospheric circulation are a result of the interaction between the mean54

flow and upward propagating planetary waves that transport westward momentum from55

the troposphere. These interactions can give rise to sudden stratospheric warming (SSW)56

events, characterized by increased polar cap temperatures, weakened polar vortex, and even57

the reversal of westerly winds in extreme cases. The subsequent stratospheric circulation58

anomalies can descend into the troposphere, influencing surface weather patterns for up to59

two months. Additionally, equatorial stratospheric cooling can also occur as a result of these60
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events. Mechanisms responsible for the downward propagation of stratospheric anomalies61

have been summarized in previous studies by Tripathi et al. (2015) and Kidston et al. (2015).62

The northern hemisphere annular mode (NAM) is a commonly used measure for assess-63

ing stratosphere-troposphere coupling during SSW events. Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001),64

for example, computed NAM indices from weak and strong vortex composites and observed65

that these events are often followed by the Arctic Oscillation (AO) pattern at the surface,66

which can persist for up to two months. The stratospheric anomaly propagating down-67

ward has numerous consequences for tropospheric weather, including shifts in storm track68

locations, changes in the likelihood and intensity of mid-latitude storms, variations in the69

frequency of high-latitude blocking events, and the occurrence of cold air outbreaks across70

the hemisphere (Thompson & Wallace, 2001). However, it is worth noting that not all71

SSW events result in a systematic tropospheric response, and the same is true for final72

stratospheric warming (FSW) events (Butler & Domeisen, 2021). Therefore, there has been73

ongoing research in the scientific community to classify SSW and FSW events and under-74

stand the factors that determine their different impacts on tropospheric circulation.75

Traditionally, extreme SSW events have been classified as major based on the reversal76

of westerly winds at 10hPa-60°N (Butler et al., 2015). However, this criterion alone does77

not indicate whether an SSW event propagates downward. Other studies have classified78

SSW events based on the geometry of the polar vortex, distinguishing between displaced79

and splitting types (Charlton & Polvani, 2007; Cohen & Jones, 2011; Mitchell et al., 2013).80

Mitchell et al. (2013) found that splitting types tend to propagate downward, although81

this trend was not consistently observed in the study by Charlton and Polvani (2007), and82

exceptions exist, such as the SSW events observed in the winter of 1998/1999 (Baldwin &83

Dunkerton, 2001). Nevertheless, this finding aligns with the observations of Nakagawa and84

Yamazaki (2006), as displacement and splitting types are generally associated with upward85

fluxes of wavenumbers 1 and 2, respectively. However, the role of wave-1 activity is also86

significant in the occurrence of SSW events (Nakagawa & Yamazaki, 2006; Bancalá et al.,87

2012; Barriopedro & Calvo, 2014), and similar downward impacts can occur after both88

wave-1 and wave-2 SSW events, as seen in the SSWs of January 2009 (wave-2 type) and89

January 2010 (wave-1 type) (Ayarzagüena et al., 2011; Kodera et al., 2015).90

While some studies have directly classified SSWs based on their tropospheric responses,91

such as absorbing or reflecting types (Kodera et al., 2016), the persistence of stratospheric92

anomalies (Runde et al., 2016), or surface observations of the North Atlantic Oscillation93

(Domeisen, 2019)and North Atlantic storm track response (Afargan-Gerstman & Domeisen,94

2020), there are significant dissimilarities between these classifications in terms of identi-95

fying which SSW events have a descending effect (Karpechko et al., 2017) (see Table 1).96

Furthermore, Runde et al. (2016) found that 20% of extreme stratospheric events, includ-97

ing both strong and weak vortex events, resulted in a surface response, indicating that the98

mechanism responsible for the descending effect is still unclear, although anomalies in the99

lower stratosphere seem to play a crucial role.100

On the other hand, FSW events have been classified based on their timing and nature,101

distinguishing between ”early” and ”dynamical” or ”late” and ”radiative” events (Waugh102

& Rong, 2002; Hauchecorne et al., 2022). The occurrence mechanism between mid-SSWs103

and early dynamical FSWs, both driven by waves, is similar (Vargin et al., 2020). Butler104

and Domeisen (2021) classified FSW events in both the northern and southern hemispheres105

based on dominant zonal wavenumber, timings, and their respective downward impacts.106

Interestingly, in the northern hemisphere, wave-2 events are followed by anomalously positive107

500 hPa height anomalies over the North Pacific and the U.S., in contrast to wave-1 events,108

although the negative AO pattern remains consistent.109

Recently, Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) proposed a new classification110

based on empirical orthogonal functions of stratospheric zonal wind fluctuation patterns111

at the edge of the polar vortex. Their study revealed four scenarios modulated by the112
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timings and dynamical activities of important SSWs (ISSWs) occurring in mid-winter, along113

with scenarios without ISSWs but differing in the type of FSW (dynamical and early or114

radiative and late). This novel classification focuses on the entire winter evolution rather115

than specific SSW or FSW events, and it establishes a connection between mid-winter and116

winter end, highlighting the existence of a stratospheric memory as previously highlighted117

by Hauchecorne et al. (2022).118

The primary objectives of this study are twofold: first, to demonstrate that this clas-119

sification represents not only the unfolding of wintertime stratospheric circulation at the120

edge of the polar vortex but also the overall influence of northern hemisphere stratospheric121

evolutions on the troposphere during winter, and second, to investigate how stratospheric122

anomalies descend into the troposphere and manifest as surface signals throughout the win-123

ter season in the northern hemisphere. Additionally, the study aims to identify potential124

precursors at the surface in the months leading up to significant stratospheric anomalies,125

which could provide insights for seasonal predictability.126

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data extrac-127

tion process from the ERA5 product, as well as the methods used to compute the NAM128

indices and the divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux in the stratosphere-troposphere. Section129

3 describes the four scenarios and their respective dynamical characteristics. Sections 4130

and 5 provide an analysis of NAM evolutions and surface impacts for the perturbed and131

unperturbed scenarios. Then, the impacts on surface temperature in early and late winter132

are examined in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents the summary and conclusions of133

the study, along with a discussion of its implications for seasonal predictability and future134

research directions.135

2 Data and Method136

2.1 ERA5 reanalysis137

Since 2016, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has138

been generating a state-of-the-art reanalysis dataset called ERA5. This new generation of139

reanalysis benefits from the updated ECMWF Integrated Forecast System Cycle 41r2, which140

incorporates improved model parameterizations of convection and microphysics (Hersbach141

et al., 2020). ERA5 provides hourly output on a 0.25° latitude-longitude grid, with 137142

vertical levels extending from the surface up to a pressure level of 0.01 hPa (approximately143

80 km). As a result, ERA5 offers the longest reanalysis series available, spanning from 1940144

to the present.145

Recent studies have demonstrated that ERA5 temperature reanalysis accurately re-146

produces observed temperatures and their variability within the upper stratosphere during147

winter (Marlton et al., 2021; Mariaccia, Keckhut, Hauchecorne, Claud, et al., 2022). How-148

ever, the mesosphere is not as well represented in ERA5. Consequently, the ERA5 dataset149

is particularly suitable for studying stratosphere-troposphere coupling over decades, specif-150

ically during the winter season.151

ERA5 data is also readily available at 37 pressure levels, covering the entire troposphere-152

stratosphere region from 1000 to 1 hPa, with 11 additional levels between 100 and 1 hPa.153

For our analysis, we extracted the daily variables required to compute the Northern Annular154

Mode (NAM) indices and Eliassen-Palm flux from ERA5 reanalysis data at these pressure155

levels. Our analysis covers the grid from 20°N poleward and spans from 1950 to 2020, en-156

compassing a total of 70 winters. The winter season in our analysis starts on November 1st157

and concludes on May 1st, spanning a period of 182 days.158
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2.2 Calculating the NAM indices159

The Northern Annular Mode (NAM), also known as the North Atlantic Oscillation,160

is a key measure of dynamic variability during the winter season. It is computed by de-161

termining the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) that captures the dominant162

patterns of variability. The computation of NAM indices enables us to assess the influence163

of stratospheric variability on the spatial patterns observed in the troposphere.164

Several methods exist for computing NAM indices, including surface-based EOFs,165

height-dependent EOFs, and zonal-mean EOFs. Each method has its advantages and draw-166

backs. The first two methods have limitations in capturing realistic annular variability in167

the middle atmosphere, as well as computational costs. In contrast, the zonal-mean EOFs168

method, as described by Baldwin and Thompson (2009), based on daily averaged, zonally169

averaged, year-round geopotential height, consistently captures annular variability struc-170

tures and is employed in this study.171

To calculate the daily NAM indices (ydl ), the following equation is used:172

ydl =
Zd
l Wel

(el)TWel
, (1)173

where Z̄d
l represents the zonal mean of the daily geopotential anomaly, W is a vector174

used to spatially weight the NAM indices (cosine of latitudes), and el denotes the leading175

EOF of all zonal mean daily geopotential anomalies. Thus, we computed NAM indices for176

the 70 winters spanning from 1950 to 2020 using Equation 1. Subsequently, we averaged177

the daily NAM indices over the winters associated with each mode to obtain the mean178

time-height development of the northern annular mode.179

By applying this approach, we can analyze the behavior of the NAM and its link180

to stratospheric variability, providing valuable insights into the stratosphere-troposphere181

coupling over the winter season.182

2.3 Student’s t-test183

To assess the significance of the mean NAM indices and anomalies at 1000 hPa for each184

scenario, Student’s t-tests were conducted. For the mean NAM indices, the null hypothesis185

of the t-test states that the means of the datasets are equal to the mean NAM indices186

observed over the 70 winters. On the other hand, for anomalies at 1000 hPa, the null187

hypothesis assumes that the means of the datasets are equal to zero. By performing these188

t-tests, we can determine whether the observed differences in the mean NAM indices and189

anomalies are statistically significant.190

2.4 The divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux191

The Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux is a vector that characterizes the direction of small atmo-192

spheric waves as well as the magnitude of eddy heat flux and momentum flux. It serves as a193

valuable diagnostic tool for investigating wave-mean flow interactions and, consequently, the194

coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere. The divergence of the EP flux provides195

information about the acceleration or deceleration of the zonal mean zonal wind.196

In this study, ERA5 data has been extracted onto pressure levels and latitude degrees,197

and the divergence of the EP flux is computed using the methodology described by Jucker198

(2021). This approach accounts for spherical geometry, the aspect ratio of the figures, and199

the units of the vector components. The components of the EP flux in pressure coordinates200

are calculated using the equations introduced by Andrews et al. (1983):201
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fϕ = −u′v′ + up
v′θ′

θ̄p
, (2)202

fp =

(
f − 1

a cosϕ

∂(ū cosϕ)

∂ϕ

)
v′θ′

θ̄p
− u′ω′, (3)203

where the notation follows the conventional usage, and primes and overbars represent204

perturbations and zonal means, respectively. Subscripts ϕ and p refer to partial derivatives205

with respect to latitudes and pressure levels. f denotes the Coriolis parameter, and a206

represents the radius of the Earth. The unit of fϕ is m2/s2, and assuming pressure is in207

hPa, fp is in m · hPa/s2. To obtain the natural form of divergence on the (ϕ, p) plane, it is208

necessary to express the EP flux components in the scale units for ϕ and p on the diagram,209

as outlined by Edmon et al. (1980):210

F =
(
F̂ϕ, F̂p

)
=

2π

g
a2 cos2 ϕ (fϕ, afp) . (4)211

where F represents the EP flux components in the desired scale units. Finally, the212

mass-weighted divergence of F is simply given by ∂ϕF̂ϕ + ∂pF̂p and is expressed in units213

of m3. In this study, the anomaly of EP flux divergence is computed daily for each winter214

on all pressure levels throughout the analyzed period. The mean divergence anomalies215

associated with the four different scenarios are presented in the subsequent section. The216

contributions of wave-1 and wave-2 to the mean divergence anomaly for each scenario are217

also calculated and can be found in the appendix section. However, a detailed discussion of218

their contributions will be provided in the following section.219

3 The Dynamics of the Four Vortex Scenarios220

A recent study by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) classified 61 out of221

the 70 winters between 1950 and 2020 into four scenarios representing typical polar vortex222

evolutions. These scenarios include the January mode (17 winters), the February mode (17223

winters), the Double mode (seven winters), and the unperturbed polar vortex evolution con-224

sisting of the Dynamical Final Warming (DFW) mode (15 winters) and the Radiative Final225

Warming (RFW) mode (five winters). The complete list of winters associated with each226

scenario can be found in Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022). For the remainder227

of this study, we will focus separately on the DFW and RFW modes. Mariaccia, Keckhut,228

and Hauchecorne (2022) also found that each scenario exhibits distinct wave-1 and wave-2229

activities in the middle stratosphere, consistent with zonal wind patterns over the winter230

months. However, as this investigation focused on a specific point in the northern hemi-231

sphere stratosphere (10 hPa and 60°N), further analysis is needed to confirm these trends232

at other altitudes and latitudes near the polar vortex edge.233

To better understand the interaction between waves and the mean flow, we calculated234

the mean mass-weighted divergence anomaly of Eliassen-Palm flux for winters associated235

with perturbed and unperturbed scenarios. Figures 1 and 2 in this study show the divergence236

anomalies for perturbed and unperturbed scenarios, respectively. The wave-1 and wave-2237

contributions to this divergence are provided in the appendix (Figures A1 and A2). We238

also examined the zonal mean zonal wind and temperature evolutions between 50°N and239

70°N at 10 hPa to assess the effects of the EP flux divergence. These zonal mean evolutions240

closely resemble those reported by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) at 60°N-10241

hPa, confirming that the typologies identified in the northern hemisphere stratosphere are242

widespread.243

In terms of the divergence patterns, significant signals are primarily observed in the up-244

per stratosphere, where planetary waves break and deposit their momentum. As expected,245
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we find that negative (positive) divergence values align with the deceleration (acceleration)246

of zonal winds and temperature increase (decrease) associated with SSWs and FSWs (polar247

vortex reinforcements). These results confirm the role of wave-mean flow interactions in248

weakening the zonal stratospheric circulation and warming the stratosphere. The magni-249

tude and vertical extension of the divergence signal are likely responsible for the abrupt250

zonal wind deceleration observed at 10 hPa, with the February mode exhibiting a stronger251

wind deceleration gradient due to a negative divergence signal extending into the lower252

stratosphere. Interestingly, the divergence anomaly evolutions at 1000 hPa tend to herald253

the current or future signs of those in the upper stratosphere. These signals constitute a254

first attestation of the probable existent influences on the stratospheric dynamics by the255

surface climate.256

In contrast, the divergences associated with the DFW and RFW modes display fre-257

quent oscillations between positive and negative values in the upper stratosphere over win-258

ter. These oscillations, accompanied by momentum and heat flux depositions on short time259

scales, are likely the reasons why winters in these modes remain unperturbed. Thus, it260

appears that longer periods of wave-mean flow interactions generating momentum and heat261

flux, as observed in the perturbed scenarios, are necessary to have a significant impact on262

the stratospheric circulation.263

The contributions of wave-1 and wave-2 to the divergence evolutions align with the264

wave activity analysis performed by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) for each265

scenario. The January and Double modes are predominantly driven by wave-1, while the266

February mode exhibits contributions from both wave-1 and wave-2. However, an interesting267

exception is observed in the DFW mode in December, where wave-1 accelerates the mean268

flow while wave-2 decelerates it. In the perturbed modes, wave-2 activity only influences269

the acceleration of the mean flow in the January and Double modes, whereas the opposite270

is true for the February mode.271

These new findings further support the previously reported dynamical behaviors and272

enhance our understanding of wave activities in different scenarios and their impacts on polar273

vortex evolutions. However, since the mean divergence anomaly signals are primarily located274

in the upper stratosphere, it is challenging to infer how momentum and heat flux anomalies275

affect the troposphere. Therefore, in the next section, we investigate the troposphere-276

stratosphere coupling by examining the NAM evolutions for each scenario.277

4 Perturbed Vortex Scenarios278

4.1 NAM evolutions279

Figure 3 illustrates the mean time-height evolution of the NAM indices calculated in280

the troposphere and stratosphere for the three perturbed scenarios: January, February, and281

Double modes. The figure includes solid black contour lines to indicate significant anomalies282

based on the Student’s t-test. Weak and warm polar vortex periods are depicted in red, while283

strong and cold polar vortex periods are shown in blue. These findings align with previous284

studies, which have established that anomalies in the stratosphere exhibit longer time scales285

compared to fluctuations in the troposphere. Additionally, anomalies tend to first appear in286

the upper stratosphere before descending downward (Baldwin & Dunkerton, 2001; Mitchell287

et al., 2013). Furthermore, anomalies reaching the lower stratosphere tend to persist longer288

than those in the upper stratosphere due to the extended radiative time scale. Notably,289

strong anomalies located just above the tropopause have a higher tendency to propagate into290

the troposphere, underscoring the significance of this factor in the downward mechanism.291

Importantly, these NAM evolutions are consistent with the divergence evolutions of EP flux292

for the perturbed scenarios (see Figure 1).293

For the January mode, an instantaneous and significant positive anomaly associated294

with weak polar vortex events caused by an ISSW emerges at the end of December. This295
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Figure 1. Mean time-height development of the anomaly of the mass-weighted divergence of

Eliassen-Palm flux between 50 and 70°N for the three perturbed scenarios: the January Mode

(a), the February Mode (b), and the Double Mode (c). Shaded negative (blue) and positive (red)

values correspond to a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal wind, respectively. The panel at

the bottom shows the evolution at 1000 hPa. Solid blue and red lines represent mean evolution

of zonal mean zonal wind and zonal mean temperature, respectively, computed over the latitude

range 50-70°N at 10 hPa.
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Figure 2. Mean time-height development of the anomaly of the mass-weighted divergence of

Eliassen-Palm flux between 50 and 70°N for the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario:

the Dynamical Final Warming Mode (a) and the Radiative Final Warming Mode (b). Shaded

negative (blue) and positive (red) values correspond to a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal

wind, respectively. The panel at the bottom shows the evolution at 1000 hPa. Solid blue and red

lines represent mean evolution of zonal mean zonal wind and zonal mean temperature, respectively,

computed over the latitude range 50-70°N at 10 hPa.
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anomaly rapidly propagates throughout the stratosphere with high significance from De-296

cember to January. It covers the entire stratosphere and subsequently moves downward297

into the troposphere, reaching the Earth’s surface significantly in January. From February,298

the positive anomaly begins descending from the upper to lower stratosphere, with a slight299

rise from the tropopause, halting the propagation into the troposphere. Another noteworthy300

positive anomaly at the surface emerges in late March, potentially representing a late tropo-301

spheric response to the strong positive anomaly that concluded in March. Simultaneously, a302

weak negative anomaly appears in the upper stratosphere, propagating downward to reach303

the lower stratosphere in April, without extending into the troposphere. The FSW, which304

commonly occurs around April 20th (Mariaccia, Keckhut, & Hauchecorne, 2022), does not305

induce a strong signal in the stratosphere or troposphere. Thus, these results align with306

the typical winter evolutions associated with this scenario, characterized by ISSWs in mid-307

January, followed by a weak reinforcement of the polar vortex in March before concluding308

in April. It is worth noting that, on average, no stratospheric anomaly precedes the positive309

anomaly associated with the ISSW’s appearance at the end of December. This absence of310

an anomaly is attributable to the similarity in the seasonal wave activity cycle up to mid-311

December for most winters (Mariaccia, Keckhut, & Hauchecorne, 2022), resulting in a zero312

anomaly in the stratosphere at the beginning of winter. Beyond mid-December, the mean313

wave activity associated with the scenarios begins to diverge.314

In the case of the February mode, a significant negative anomaly indicating strong315

polar vortex events instantaneously emerges and covers the entire stratosphere from mid-316

December to the end of January. Importantly, as this anomaly descends further toward the317

tropopause, it begins to significantly impact the troposphere, confirming the importance of318

this factor once again. Subsequently, a positive anomaly primarily appears in the upper319

stratosphere at the end of January, with a tilted descending phase that later reaches the320

lower stratosphere, lasting until April. However, no significant descent into the troposphere321

is observed since the positive anomaly remains predominantly above 100 hPa, which is too322

high to affect the tropopause and enable downward propagation. Nevertheless, positive323

anomaly signals, albeit not significant, emerge at the surface in March, suggesting a weak324

tropospheric response to this stratospheric anomaly on average. From March onward, a325

weak negative anomaly signal develops in the upper stratosphere, descending to the lower326

stratosphere, indicating the final formation of the polar vortex with weak winds before327

the occurrence of the FSW, often characterized by late and radiative events. Similar to328

the January mode, no significant anomaly precedes the negative anomaly in December329

in the stratosphere, as explained earlier. Therefore, these findings align with the mean330

zonal evolution associated with the February mode, featuring a stratospheric circulation331

reinforcement in December and January, followed by a rapid zonal wind deceleration due to332

an ISSW occurring at the end of January, before a radiative FSW at the end of April.333

Lastly, winters associated with the Double mode exhibit, on average, a positive anomaly334

in the troposphere from mid-November. Surprisingly, unlike the January and February335

modes, this anomaly appears to propagate upward from the surface and precedes another336

positive anomaly covering the entire stratosphere from mid-December, corresponding to the337

first ISSW’s occurrence. This upward propagation suggests that the positive anomaly at338

the surface acts as a tropospheric precursor to the subsequent ISSW’s appearance. Hence,339

this anomaly propagation exemplifies the bidirectional stratospheric-tropospheric dynami-340

cal coupling and its potential usefulness for seasonal-scale climate forecasts. The positive341

anomaly descends into the lower stratosphere and propagates into the troposphere from342

mid-January. Concurrently, a negative anomaly emerges in the upper stratosphere from343

the beginning of January, descending to the lower stratosphere by early February, indi-344

cating the reformation of the polar vortex. Starting from mid-February, a new positive345

anomaly emerges, covering both the stratosphere and troposphere until the end of March.346

Interestingly, the maximum positive anomaly is observed at low altitudes around 200 hPa,347

corresponding to the second ISSW’s occurrence. Thus, similar to the previous two modes,348

these findings align with the unfolding of mean stratospheric winter circulation and wave349
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activity for the Double mode (see Figure 1), featuring an initial ISSW in December, a subse-350

quent one around the end of February, and a vortex restoration between the two. In April, a351

negative anomaly begins to develop in the upper stratosphere, corresponding to a tentative352

restoration of the polar vortex, which is interrupted by the FSW, often characterized by353

late and radiative events during this period. The absence of propagation of this negative354

anomaly suggests that the presence of tropospheric anomalies is unrelated.355

In conclusion, these mean time-height evolutions of NAM indices indicate that these356

three perturbed scenarios possess distinct vertical structures influenced by the timings of357

ISSWs and FSWs. On the whole, positive anomalies generated by ISSWs tend to propa-358

gate downward into the troposphere immediately or with a delay of one month after their359

occurrence. However, this behavior is not observed for FSWs, which are mostly radiative360

and do not tend to impact the troposphere significantly. Notably, both the stratosphere361

and troposphere exhibit weak signals in April. These findings affirm that the new clas-362

sification determined in Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022) not only represents363

different stratospheric wind scenarios but also repetitive typical spatial patterns that couple364

the stratosphere with the troposphere during Northern Hemisphere winters. In the next365

section, we will discuss the probable polar vortex geometry associated with these perturbed366

scenarios by comparing with the classification performed in Mitchell et al. (2013). Then, we367

will investigate the surface regions impacted in the Northern Hemisphere over the months368

for these three perturbed scenarios.369

4.2 Link With Horizontal Polar Vortex Geometry370

The propagation of instantaneous anomalies throughout the stratosphere and tropo-371

sphere after ISSWs in the January mode bears resemblance to the findings of Splitting events372

in Mitchell et al. (2013) (see Figure 4b), suggesting a potential wave resonance phenomenon373

caused by barotropic mode excitation (Esler & Scott, 2005). Thus, one might expect the374

January mode to be associated with splitting polar vortex evolutions. However, this con-375

currence is surprising since the January mode is primarily driven by wave-1 activity, usually376

characterized by displaced events. Similarly unexpected, the tilted downward propagation377

observed in the stratosphere for the February mode aligns with the findings for Displacement378

events in Mitchell et al. (2013) (see Figure 4a), showing limited impacts in the troposphere.379

This result is also surprising as the February mode exhibits strong wave-2 activity, typi-380

cally associated with splitting events. Moreover, this result is consistent with the seasonal381

distribution of splitting, displacement, and mixed events presented in Mitchell et al. (2013)382

(see Figure 3), where splitting events are more concentrated in December and January,383

while displaced events occur more frequently in February and March. However, it should384

be noted that this distribution differs from that obtained by Charlton and Polvani (2007),385

who used a different method to identify polar vortex geometry during SSWs. This discrep-386

ancy highlights the importance of considering methodological uncertainties when comparing387

these classifications. Hence, despite these seemingly contradictory findings, all inferences388

drawn from this comparison are likely irrelevant. The primary reason is that the established389

scenarios are not based on specific SSW dates but rather on winter typologies, representing390

a novel approach that hampers direct comparisons with such classifications. Furthermore,391

even previous SSW classifications exhibit contradictions and divergences in identifying the392

mechanism responsible for downward effects into the troposphere (Karpechko et al., 2017),393

necessitating further clarification. Additionally, most studies, including the NAM evolutions394

presented here, argue that the persistence of circulation anomalies in the lower stratosphere395

plays a crucial role in this process. Consequently, without making assumptions with sig-396

nificant uncertainties, it is impossible to draw conclusions regarding the vortex geometry397

associated with these perturbed scenarios. Nonetheless, this feature appears to be less de-398

cisive than the timing of ISSWs in predicting stratospheric anomaly descents and surface399

impacts.400
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Figure 3. Mean time-height development of the northern annular mode indices for the winters

associated with the three perturbed scenarios: the January Mode (a), the February Mode (b), and

the Double Mode (c). The indices have daily resolution and are non-dimensional. Negative values

(blue) corresponds to a strong polar vortex and positive values (red) to a weak polar vortex. The

black lines contour areas with statistical significance at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

The horizontal black dashed lines indicate the approximate delimitation between the troposphere

and the stratosphere.
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4.3 Surface impacts at 1000 hPa401

Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of monthly mean geopotential anomalies at 1000 hPa402

for the three perturbed scenarios from November to March. The stippled areas indicate the403

regions of highest significance according to the Student’s t-test.404

For the January mode, it can be observed that winters begin in November with a405

few surface signals of high significance: a positive anomaly over the Barent Sea and a406

negative anomaly in Western Europe. In December, significant signals are found across the407

investigated area. Therefore, winters typically exhibit a geopotential dipole with strong408

positive anomalies over Siberia and Asia, while significant negative anomalies cover the409

center and Northwest America. Interestingly, these surface signals display a wave-1-like410

pattern, coinciding with significant wave-1 activity diagnosed in the middle stratosphere411

before the occurrence of ISSWs for the January mode (see Fig. 8a in Mariaccia, Keckhut,412

and Hauchecorne (2022)). Thus, these results suggest that the surface pattern observed in413

December acts as a precursor to a specific wave-1 activity propagating upward from the414

troposphere and disturbing the stratospheric circulation, which in turn impacts the surface415

in the following months. This connection exemplifies the two-way troposphere-stratosphere416

coupling that takes place in the northern hemisphere during winter. In January, which is417

when the ISSW is expected to occur for winters associated with this mode, strong positive418

anomalies are observed at the pole and eastern Siberia, while negative anomalies are found419

in southern Europe and Northeast America. This pattern is typical of the negative phase of420

the AO. It is consistent with the NAM indices showing a downward propagation of positive421

anomalies in January (see Fig. 3). The positive anomaly persists at the pole until March422

but exhibits a rotational motion over the months. In February, this positive anomaly signal423

extends further over northern Canada, while in March, it covers Iceland and a part of the424

Pacific, with an overall decrease in significance.425

Regarding the February mode, surprisingly, opposite signals are observed compared426

to the January mode, particularly for the months from November to January, confirming427

that these two modes possess very different initial surface conditions. In November, winters428

tend to have a negative anomaly over the Barent Sea, while a positive anomaly, though429

not highly significant, is observed in Western Europe. In December, the previous negative430

anomaly covers a portion of Siberia, and another negative anomaly appears over the west of431

Greenland, while a positive anomaly is observed over the U.S. West Coast. Another positive432

anomaly is found over Western Europe but lacks high significance. Interestingly, this surface433

pattern exhibits a wave-2-like pattern, especially for the negative signals, aligning with the434

period when wave-2 activity in the stratosphere increases for this mode (see Fig. 8b in435

Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022)). Therefore, similar to the January mode, this436

surface pattern serves as an indicator of a future weak polar vortex generated by an ISSW in437

February. More generally, these results support the idea that December is a crucial month438

for identifying and anticipating the occurring scenario. In January, a negative anomaly is439

present at the pole, while a positive anomaly is observed in western Europe, albeit with low440

significance. Again, this result aligns with the NAM indices computed for this mode, which441

indicate a descent of negative anomalies during this period. This pattern corresponds to the442

positive phase of the AO. As expected, no significant signals are found in February when443

the ISSW is expected to occur, confirming that the anomaly does not reach the surface.444

Only a small positive anomaly signal in the Bering Sea tends to be recurrent in February,445

albeit with significance. In March, only a negative anomaly is present over the north of446

the U.K., while a positive anomaly is found over Northeast America. Therefore, these weak447

surface signals following the ISSW confirm that the overall troposphere evolves somewhat448

independently from the stratosphere.449

Unlike the January and February modes, the Double mode exhibits strong signals450

in November, with a positive anomaly over the pole and the Barent Sea, while negative451

anomalies cover southern Europe and the Bering Sea. This pattern shares similarities with452

the one observed in December for the January mode, i.e., a wave-1-like pattern that can453
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Figure 4. Monthly mean geopotential anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the northern

hemisphere for the three perturbed scenarios from November to March. Blue and red shaded

regions respectively correspond to negative and positive geopotential anomalies. Stippled areas

show statistical significance at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

act as a precursor to the expected ISSW in the following month. In December, significant454

negative anomalies cover the North Atlantic Ocean and Eurasia, while a positive anomaly455

is present over the Bering Sea. Although the first ISSW occurs in December, there is no456

immediate downward propagation of the positive anomaly, as shown in Figure 3, where the457

descent into the troposphere occurs later in January and February. However, a significant458

positive anomaly is found in January, covering North America, the pole, and the land around459

the Barent Sea, albeit with low significance. Meanwhile, negative anomalies are present in460

Western Europe and China. In February, a significant positive anomaly over northern461

Siberia suggests that the stratospheric anomaly finally reached the surface. Simultaneously,462

a significant negative anomaly is present over the Bering Sea. Finally, in March, a negative463

phase of the AO is observed again due to the effect of the second ISSW, with a significant464

positive anomaly covering the entire pole, Greenland, and a northern part of Siberia.465

Thus, based on Figure 4, it is evident that these three perturbed modes exhibit distinct466

surface signature evolutions throughout winters before and after the occurrences of ISSWs.467

However, there are similarities in the initial surface conditions and surface impacts between468

the January and Double modes, which are opposite to those observed for the February mode.469

Specifically, for the January and Double modes, a wave-1-like pattern is present at the surface470

in December and November, respectively, and the positive geopotential anomaly tends to471

propagate from the stratosphere to the surface after an ISSW, generally inducing a negative472

phase of the AO. In contrast, although the February mode displays a wave-2-like pattern473

at the surface in December, ISSWs occurring in February do not have subsequent impacts474

on the surface in the following months. Consequently, these perturbed scenarios exhibit475

precursors at the surface at the beginning of winter, particularly in December, which are476

likely responsible for the observed wave activity in the stratosphere and, therefore, appear477

crucial for anticipating the subsequent winter months. Regarding FSWs, their occurrence478

does not seem to significantly impact the surface, regardless of the perturbed mode. The479

investigation of the unperturbed mode and its two sub-modes, DFW and RFW, is presented480

in the next section.481
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5 Unperturbed Vortex Scenario482

5.1 NAM evolutions483

Figure 5 presents the NAM indices for the DFW and RFW modes, following a similar484

format to Figure 3. In line with expectations, both sub-modes exhibit a negative anomaly in485

the stratosphere, indicative of a persistent polar vortex that extends until the end of winter,486

finishing with either dynamical or radiative FSWs.487

For the DFW mode, a negative anomaly forms on average in the stratosphere around488

10 hPa starting in December. This negative anomaly propagates downward, gradually489

encompassing the entire stratosphere while intensifying until the end of February, reaching490

a peak around 30 hPa. The negative anomaly persists in the stratosphere until the end491

of February, at which point it initiates descent towards the troposphere, approaching the492

tropopause. Consequently, the negative anomalies reach the Earth’s surface until the end of493

March. Interestingly, in early March, a positive anomaly appears at the top of the diagram.494

This positive anomaly corresponds to the occurrence of a dynamical FSW, which disrupts495

the polar vortex, resembling but with less intensity than the ISSWs observed in the three496

perturbed scenarios. Throughout March, this tilted positive anomaly propagates downward497

and reaches the lower stratosphere in April, but it does not significantly penetrate into the498

troposphere.499

Regarding the RFWmode, weak but discernible anomaly signals are present in Novem-500

ber, with a positive anomaly in the stratosphere and a negative anomaly in the troposphere.501

This positive anomaly descends while gaining strength, reaching the tropopause region and502

influencing the troposphere in December. Concurrently, a robust negative anomaly begins503

to form in the upper stratosphere. This negative anomaly propagates downward, covering504

the entire stratosphere from mid-January to mid-April while maintaining its intensity, in-505

dicating a persistently strong polar vortex throughout winter. From January to April, the506

tropospheric surface experiences the effects of this robust polar vortex, as anomalies persist507

just above the tropopause, facilitating their spread into the troposphere. It is important508

to note that this scenario represents the average evolution of only five winters, making this509

result statistically less robust than others. Notably, the surface is strongly influenced by510

the final stages of the wintertime stratospheric circulation in April, coinciding with the511

occurrence of the radiative FSW.512

In the next section, we delve into the surface impact analysis for both sub-modes,513

examining the affected regions over the course of several months.514

5.2 Surface impacts at 1000 hPa515

Figure 6 illustrates the monthly mean geopotential anomaly at 1000 hPa from January516

to April for both the DFW and RFW modes. The decision to display only the months when517

stratospheric anomalies strongly impact the surface was made because undisturbed winters518

do not exhibit significant signals before January (not shown).519

Regarding the DFW mode, significant anomalies are observed at the surface in Febru-520

ary and March. In both months, a substantial negative anomaly is present at the pole and521

north of America, while a positive anomaly is observed in central Europe and northern Eu-522

rope in February and March, respectively. Additionally, a notable negative anomaly tends523

to appear in the Pacific Ocean in March. Thus, these two months share a similar pattern,524

characteristic of a positive phase of the AO. The positive AO phase in the DFW mode is525

induced by a downward propagation of stratospheric anomalies, confirming their connection526

with strong polar vortex events. Furthermore, the surface signal in the DFW mode exhibits527

a wave-1-like pattern, consistent with the wave activity diagnosed in the stratosphere dur-528

ing this period (Mariaccia, Keckhut, & Hauchecorne, 2022), indicating a vertical connection529

from the surface to the upper stratosphere. This persistent wave-1 activity is likely the530
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Figure 5. Mean time-height development of the northern annular mode indices for the winters

associated with the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario: the Dynamical Final

Warming Mode (a) and the Radiative Final Warming Mode (b). The indices have daily resolution

and are non-dimensional. Negative values (blue) corresponds to a strong polar vortex and positive

values (red) to a weak polar vortex. The black lines contour areas with statistical significance

at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test. The horizontal black dashed lines indicate the

approximate delimitation between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
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Figure 6. Monthly mean geopotential anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the north-

ern hemisphere for the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario from November to

March. Blue and red shaded regions respectively correspond to negative and positive geopotential

anomalies. Stippled areas show statistical significance at the 95% level according to a Student’s t

test.

cause of the dynamical FSW occurring in April, similar to the disturbed scenarios. How-531

ever, unlike wave-1-driven ISSWs, the final pattern in April is not influenced by the positive532

stratospheric anomaly generated by the dynamical FSW, as seen in the NAM evolution (see533

Fig. 5).534

In contrast, the RFW mode shows significant signals throughout the studied period.535

In January, a highly significant negative anomaly is found from the pole to the north of536

Siberia, in agreement with the descending stratospheric anomaly during this period (see537

Fig. 5a). In February, the negative anomaly persists but with reduced significance, and an538

additional negative anomaly appears in the Pacific below the Bering Sea. Positive anoma-539

lies are observed in the Pacific near the U.S. west coast and in western Europe. In March,540

the preceding negative anomalies shift slightly to northern Europe and Russia’s east coast,541

respectively, while the previous positive anomaly over western Europe diminishes, and the542

one in the Pacific moves westward and spreads over Alaska. The RFW mode’s NAM evo-543

lution suggests that the surface patterns in February and March are less affected by the544

stratosphere due to the less significant descent of anomalies during these months.545

Moreover, the surface signal in March exhibits a wave-2-like pattern that aligns with546

the peak of wave-2 activity found in the stratosphere during this period (Mariaccia, Keckhut,547

& Hauchecorne, 2022). This result confirms the vertical connection through wave activity548

when the polar vortex is strong, characterized by westerly winds that enable planetary wave549

propagation. However, despite significant wave-2 activity in March, there is no generation550

of stratospheric anomalies associated with triggering an ISSW, indicating the essential role551

of wave-1, which exhibits low activity during this period. In April, a strong and significant552

negative anomaly is found at the pole, while positive anomalies are observed over the Bering553

Sea and the center of Siberia and China. This pattern reflects a positive phase of the Arctic554

Oscillation, similar to what is found in February and March of the DFW mode. It aligns555

with the last observed anomaly descent in the NAM evolution. Beyond April, no further556

stratospheric anomalies are present due to the return of solar radiation, dissipating the polar557

vortex.558
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Figure 7. Monthly mean temperature anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the northern

hemisphere for each scenario in December and March. Stippled areas show statistical significance

at the 95% level according to a Student’s t test.

In summary, winters associated with the two sub-modes of the unperturbed scenario559

exhibit similar surface patterns significantly impacted by the downward propagation of560

negative stratospheric anomalies during the winter months. A positive Atlantic Oscillation561

emerges at the surface when the FSW occurs in both the DFW and RFW modes. These562

surface patterns differ notably from those obtained in the three perturbed scenarios, which563

are characterized by negative AO patterns after ISSWs. Therefore, the positive AO patterns564

observed in March and April for the DFW and RFW modes signify the disappearance of565

the polar vortex. This finding confirms that the timing and nature of FSWs are crucial566

for understanding the temporal shift in observed ground impacts. However, no significant567

surface harbingers are found in December and preceding months, suggesting that the FSW568

type is influenced more by January onwards rather than early winter.569

6 Impacts on Surface Temperature570

To investigate the effects of different scenarios on climate during winter, which is crucial571

for seasonal-scale weather forecasts, we present the monthly mean temperature anomaly at572

1000 hPa in December and March in the northern hemisphere for each scenario (Fig. 7).573

Additionally, since the Double mode exhibits significant geopotential signals earlier in winter574

(Fig. 4), we also include the mean temperature anomaly at 1000 hPa in November for the575

Double mode in Figure 8. Generally, positive geopotential anomalies are associated with576

negative temperature anomalies, and negative geopotential anomalies are associated with577

positive temperature anomalies during the same period.578

In December, it is not surprising to find that the January and February modes exhibit579

opposite dipole signals, consistent with the mean geopotential anomaly shown previously for580

this month. The January mode shows negative temperature anomalies ranging from -1 to -3581

K over Eurasia, while positive anomalies of +1 to +2.5 K are observed over North America582

and Greenland. Notably, this temperature anomaly pattern over Eurasia in December bears583

similarities, but with higher significance, to the surface temperature anomalies found in the584

-30 to 0 days before Displacement Sudden Stratospheric Warming (SSW) events (Mitchell585

et al., 2013). In contrast, the February mode demonstrates less significant signals, with586

temperature anomalies only reaching +1.5 K in Siberia and -1.5 K in North America.587

Interestingly, the mean temperature anomaly patterns observed in December and Jan-588

uary (not shown here) for the February mode do not correspond to the precursor stage for589

either Displaced or Splitting events suggesting a mixed signal. Regarding the geopotential590
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Figure 8. Monthly mean temperature anomaly at 1000 hPa from 40°N poleward in the northern

hemisphere for the Double mode in November. Stippled areas show statistical significance at the

95% level according to a Student’s t test.

anomaly, the temperature anomaly observed in November for the Double mode is similar to591

the one observed in December for the January mode, but with stronger negative anomalies592

over a large part of Eurasia exceeding -3 K, and positive anomalies of +1.5 K mainly cov-593

ering North West America and Greenland. Despite the weak significance in December, the594

Double mode exhibits positive and negative temperature anomalies in the south and north595

of Siberia, respectively, indicating a warming of the Eurasia region when the first SSW of596

this scenario occurs in the stratosphere. These surface temperature patterns, similar to the597

geopotential patterns, can be considered precursors of these perturbed scenarios, providing598

further evidence that troposphere-stratosphere coupling substantially influences the winter599

climate in the northern hemisphere. These findings are of great interest for improving sub-600

to-seasonal forecasts. However, for the December month, the signals observed for the DFW601

and RFW modes have weak significance, consistent with the NAM evolution during this602

period. Therefore, the absence of surface signals with high significance up to December603

indicates that the winter is following an unperturbed scenario.604

In March, the January and February modes exhibit similarities but do not show mean605

temperature anomalies with high significance, suggesting that the surface climate at this606

period is no longer influenced by stratospheric anomalies, which aligns with the observed607

NAM evolutions (Fig. 3a-b). Hence, surface precursors can anticipate these two scenarios in608

December, but they are not indicative of a specific surface climate at the end of winter. It is609

noteworthy that their surface patterns in March are similar to those observed for Splitting610

and Displacement events in their decay phase (Mitchell et al., 2013), making it challenging611

to draw meaningful comparisons or deductions.612

Interestingly, the Double mode shows nearly identical surface signals in March as613

those observed in November, but with positive temperature anomalies covering a larger area614

in North East America exceeding +3 K. Thus, the surface harbinger found in November615

associated with the Double mode is similar to the effect generated by the second SSW616

occurring at the end of February. Consequently, the Double mode is a unique mode with a617

strong impact on the northern hemisphere’s surface climate from November to March.618
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Finally, in March, the surface signals observed for the DFW and RFW modes are619

opposite to those found for the Double mode but similar to those observed in December620

for the February mode. The DFW mode shows a significant positive temperature anomaly621

exceeding +3 K over the Barent Sea region, ranging between 1 and 2 K in East Siberia,622

and negative anomalies averaging -1.5 K over North-East America. Similarly, the RFW623

mode exhibits positive anomalies exceeding +2.5 K on average over the center of Siberia624

and the Bering Sea region, while substantial negative temperature anomalies of -3 K and625

below are found over West America, Iceland, and Svalbard. Consequently, the similar626

temperature surface patterns between the DFW and RFW modes indicate that the type of627

final stratospheric warming does not determine a specific meteorological impact.628

In general, these different surface harbingers and responses provide evidence for the629

existence of a connection between early and late winter due to stratosphere-troposphere630

coupling, confirming its significant influence on the climate in the northern hemisphere631

during wintertime.632

7 Summary633

In this study, we have conducted an investigation into the coupling between the strato-634

sphere and troposphere for both perturbed and unperturbed scenarios, as established in a635

previous work by Mariaccia, Keckhut, and Hauchecorne (2022). By analyzing the time-636

height evolutions of the mass-weighted divergence anomaly of the Eliassen-Palm flux, aver-637

aged in the latitude range of 50-70°N, we have found that the mean eddy heat and momentum638

flux primarily influence the upper stratosphere. These findings are consistent with the zonal639

mean temperature and zonal mean zonal wind evolutions at 10 hPa within the same latitude640

range. In addtion, the divergence evolutions at 1000 hPa reveal that the dynamics in the up-641

per stratosphere is potentially influenced by the surface some weeks in advance. Moreover,642

our analysis of the contributions from wave-1 and wave-2 to this divergence anomaly aligns643

with the wave activities associated with each scenario as reported earlier. Notably, we have644

observed that wave-2 plays a role in reinforcing the polar vortex following the occurrence of645

the ISSW for the January and Double modes.646

Regarding the unperturbed scenario, we have identified frequent oscillations in the sign647

of the divergence in the upper stratosphere. These oscillations provide a physical explanation648

as to why the polar vortex remains strong during this scenario. These wave activity diagnoses649

enhance our understanding of the distinct dynamical behaviors exhibited by these scenarios650

and their impact on polar vortexes. Such inferences are crucial for potential simulations of651

these scenarios using mechanistic models.652

We have also found that the time-height Northern Annular Mode (NAM) evolutions653

associated with each scenario align temporally with the phases of reinforcement and weak-654

ening of the polar vortex caused by ISSWs and FSWs. The discrepancies observed in these655

NAM evolutions, particularly in the descent of stratospheric anomalies caused by ISSWs or656

strong polar vortex events, provide confirmation that these scenarios affect the stratosphere657

and troposphere differently throughout the winter. Consequently, these novel findings offer658

compelling evidence of stratosphere-troposphere coupling during the winter months. More-659

over, consistent with most studies, our results suggest that downward propagation toward660

the tropopause is crucial for enabling the descent of stratospheric anomalies to the surface,661

irrespective of their sign. In a broader sense, these outcomes verify that these scenarios not662

only represent a wind and temperature evolution at the edge of the polar vortex but also663

distinct states of the stratosphere and troposphere that influence each other during the win-664

ter months in the northern hemisphere. Overall, the diverse NAM evolutions demonstrate665

unique vertical and temporal connections in wintertime, which are of significant interest for666

climate forecasts.667
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When comparing our results with the classification based on vortex geometry, specif-668

ically displaced or splitting events, as performed by Mitchell et al. (2013), we have en-669

countered inconsistencies between the NAM evolutions, surface temperature anomalies, and670

observed wave activity for perturbed scenarios. These discrepancies are likely attributed to671

the different approaches in the classifications, one based on the dates of SSW events and the672

other on main winter typologies, thereby hindering meaningful comparisons. Additionally,673

uncertainties exist in the method used to identify the polar vortex geometry. Consequently,674

establishing a direct relationship between a specific polar vortex geometry and each scenario675

based on this comparison is not evident. Thus, the timing of ISSWs appears to be more676

crucial than vortex geometry in attempting to predict a descent of stratospheric anomalies.677

After examining the surface patterns of geopotential and temperature anomalies, sev-678

eral important findings emerge regarding the precursors and tropospheric responses during679

winter for each scenario:680

1. January mode:681

• In December, there is a dipole structure of mean geopotential anomalies, with682

positive anomalies over Eurasia and negative anomalies over North-West America.683

This pattern is accompanied by mean temperature anomalies of -2 K over Eurasia684

and +2 K over North America. These surface patterns act as a precursor to the685

occurrence of an ISSW in January.686

• In January and February, a negative phase of the AO is observed at the surface687

due to the descent of positive stratospheric anomalies generated by the ISSW.688

2. February mode:689

• In December, an opposite signal to the January mode is observed, with negative690

geopotential anomalies over Siberia and West Greenland, and positive anomalies691

over the U.S. West Coast. This surface signal exhibits a wave-2-like pattern, acting692

as a harbinger of the ISSW in February. Associated temperature anomalies reach,693

on average, +1.5 K over Siberia and -1.5 K over North America.694

• In January, a positive phase of AO appears at the surface due to the descent of695

negative stratospheric anomalies, indicating the presence of a strong polar vortex.696

From February onwards, no significant signals indicate that the stratosphere no697

longer influences the surface.698

3. Double mode:699

• In November, the mean geopotential anomaly shows positive anomalies over the700

pole and the Barent Sea, and negative anomalies over southern western Europe and701

the Bering Sea. This signal shares similarities with the December pattern observed702

for the January mode. Associated with these anomalies are surface temperature703

anomalies exceeding -3 K over Eurasia and around +1.5 K over North West Amer-704

ica and Greenland. These patterns exhibit a wave-1-like structure, acting as a705

precursor for the Double mode.706

• In January and February, the first ISSW causes the descent of the stratospheric707

anomaly into the troposphere. This leads to positive geopotential anomalies over708

Greenland and the Barent Sea, and negative anomalies over western Europe and709

China in January, and the Bering Sea in February.710

• In March, the second ISSW generates a significant descent of the stratospheric711

anomaly, resulting in a substantial negative AO phase. This is associated with712

temperature anomalies exceeding +3 K over North East America and -3 K over713

Eurasia.714

4. DFW mode:715

• Consistent with its NAM evolution, no surface precursor exists for this mode, and716

no significant anomalies appear before February.717
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Figure A1. Contributions from Wave-1 and Wave-2 in the mean time-height development of

the anomaly of the mass weighted divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux in the latitude range 50-70°N
for the three perturbed scenarios. Shaded negative (blue) and positive (red) values correspond to

a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal wind, respectively.

• In February and March, a positive AO phase is observed, accompanied by a positive718

geopotential anomaly concentrated in Western Europe. In March, this surface719

pattern is associated with temperature anomalies exceeding +3 K over the Barent720

Sea region, and on average, +1.5 K over East Siberia. Negative anomalies of -1.5721

K, on average, are found over North-East America.722

5. RFW mode:723

• Negative stratospheric anomaly descents occur from January to April during this724

mode. In January, a positive AO-like phase pattern is observed.725

• From February to March, a wave-2-like pattern emerges with positive geopotential726

anomalies over the U.S. West coast and western Europe, and negative anomalies727

over the Barent Sea region and Siberia’s East coast.728

• Finally, in April, a pronounced positive phase of the AO emerges when the polar729

vortex disappears.730

These findings significantly contribute to our understanding of stratosphere-troposphere731

coupling during the winter in the northern hemisphere, with important implications for sub-732

seasonal to seasonal climate forecasts. Future research should employ mechanistic models733

to test whether these precursors and specific wave activities associated with each scenario734

can simulate ISSWs with the expected timing. Furthermore, investigating the causes of735

stratospheric anomaly entry into the troposphere would be beneficial. Additional investiga-736

tions are necessary to better comprehend the triggers for each scenario, with one potential737

avenue being to explore links with sea ice concentrations and thicknesses at the beginning738

of winter.739

Appendix A Contributions from Wave-1 and Wave-2 in the divergence740

of Eliassen-Palm flux741
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Figure A2. Contributions from Wave-1 and Wave-2 in the mean time-height development of

the anomaly of the mass weighted divergence of Eliassen-Palm flux in the latitude range 50-70°N
for the two sub-modes composing the unperturbed scenario. Shaded negative (blue) and positive

(red) values correspond to a deceleration and acceleration of the zonal wind, respectively.
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